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HTSUS # Product Description
Additional Tariffs

(%)
1012900 Other horse 25%
1069090 Other animals 25%
2042200 Fresh or cold boned lamb 25%
2102000 Dried, smoked, salted beef 25%
2109900 Dried, smoked, salted other meat and edible chop 25%
3054120 Smoked salmon, except for edible chop 25%
4090000 Natural honey 25%
4100049 Other bee products 25%
4100090 Other food animal products not listed 25%
5040011 Whole or diced salted pig casing (except for pig large intestine) 25%
5040012 Whole or diced salted sheep casing 25%
5040029 Fresh, cold, frozen, dried, salted other animal stomach 25%
5080010 Coral and aquatic shells, bone powder and waste 25%
5080090 Coral and shell, bone of echinoderms 25%
5119990 Other animal products not listed for their names; dead animals of the first chapter not suitable for human 

consumption
25%

6029099 Other non-species live plants 25%
6031900 Other flowers 25%
6039000 Dried and dyed flowers and flower buds 25%
6042010 Fresh moss and lichens 25%
6042090 Fresh plant branches, leaves, etc. 25%
6049090 Other plant branches, leaves, etc. 25%
7102100 Frozen peas 25%
7102900 Frozen other legumes 25%
7103000 Frozen spinach 25%
8112000 Frozen other berries 25%
8119090 Other frozen fruits and nuts 25%
8140000 Citrus fruit or melon peel 25%
9011100 Unroasted coffee without caffeine 25%
9011200 Unroasted coffee that has been soaked in caffeine 25%
9012100 Roasted coffee without caffeine 25%
9012200 Roasted coffee that has been soaked in caffeine 25%
9021010 Each flower tea with a net weight of ≤3kg 25%
9021090 Other green teas with a net weight of ≤3kg 25%
9022090 Other green teas with a net weight > 3kg 25%
9023010 Oolong tea with a net weight of ≤3kg 25%
9023090 Other fermented, semi-fermented black tea with a net weight of ≤3kg 25%
9024090 Other black tea (fermented) and semi-fermented tea with a net weight of >3kg 25%
9041100 Unground pepper 25%
9041200 Ground pepper 25%
9042200 Ground pepper 25%
9061900 Other unground cinnamon and cinnamon flowers 25%
9093200 Has been smashed 25%
9101200 Grated ginger 25%
9109100 Mixed seasoning 25%
9109900 Other flavorings 25%

11010000 Fine powder of wheat or mixed wheat 25%
11029090 Other cereal fine powder 25%
11031100 Wheat coarse and coarse powder 25%
11042200 Other processed oats 25%
11042990 Other processed grains 25%
11052000 Potato powder, granules and pellets 25%
11063000 Fine powder, coarse powder and powder of fruits and nuts 25%
11071000 Unbaked malt 25%
11072000 Baked malt 25%
11081300 Potato starch 25%
11081400 Cassava starch 25%
11081900 Other starch 25%



11090000 Gluten, whether or not 25%
12060090 Other sunflower seeds 25%
12075090 Other mustard 25%
12079999 Other oily kernels and fruits 25%
12119039 Other fresh, cold, frozen or dried plants that are mainly used as medicines 25%
12119050 Fresh, cold, frozen or dried plant used primarily as a spice 25%
12119099 Other fresh, cold, frozen or dried insecticidal and bactericidal plants 25%
12122190 Other seaweed and other algae suitable for human consumption 25%
12129912 Sweet almonds mainly for human consumption 25%
12129999 Other, fresh, cold, frozen or dried other fruit, nuts and nuts not listed in other tax codes and plant products 25%

13021200 Licorice juice and extract 25%
13022000 Pectin, pectate and pectate 25%
13023100 Agar 25%
13023990 Other vegetable glues and thickeners 25%
14011000 bamboo 25%
14049090 Other plant products 25%
15041000 Cod liver oil and its fractions 25%
15060000 Other animal oils, fats and their fractions 25%
15071000 Separate virgin soybean oil 25%
15079000 Refined soybean oil and its fractions 25%
15081000 Separation of virgin peanut oil 25%
15089000 Refined peanut oil and its fractions 25%
15091000 Virgin olive oil and its fractions 25%
15099000 Refined oil olive oil and its fractions 25%
15121100 Separation of virgin sunflower oil or safflower oil 25%
15121900 Refined sunflower oil or safflower oil and its fractions 25%
15131100 Virgin coconut oil isolate 25%
15131900 Coconut oil and its separation 25%
15141100 Virginated low mustard sourduce oil and its fraction 25%
15149900 Other rapeseed oil or mustard oil and its fractions 25%
15152900 Refined corn oil and its fractions 25%
15153000 Castor oil and its fractions 25%
15155000 Sesame oil and its fractions 25%
15161000 Hydrogenated, esterified or oleoylated animal oils, fats and their fractions, but not further processed 25%

15162000 Hydrogenated, esterified or oleoylated vegetable oils, fats and their fractions, but not further processed 25%

15171000 Margarine, non-liquid 25%
15179010 Shortening 25%
15179090 Mixed edible fat or product 25%
15200000 Crude glycerin, glycerin water and glycerine lye 25%
16021000 Meat or edible chopped homogenized food 25%
16024100 Manufactured or preserved pig hind legs and their meat pieces 25%
16025090 Other prepared or preserved beef, chopped meat and blood 25%
17011400 Other cane sugar 25%
17019910 granulated sugar 25%
17022000 Maple sugar and maple syrup 25%
17023000 Low fructose content of glucose and syrup 25%
17025000 Chemical pure fructose 25%
18010000 Raw or roasted whole or broken cocoa beans 25%
18031000 Non-fat cocoa cream 25%
18040000 Cocoa butter, cocoa butter 25%
18050000 Cocoa powder without added sugar or other sweet substances 25%
18062000 Cocoa-containing foods with a net weight of >2kg 25%
18063200 Other non-sandwich block or strip containing cocoa food 25%
19011010 Formula milk powder 25%
19019000 Other wheat refined other tax number unlisted food 25%
19021100 Unfilled or uncooked egg-containing pasta 25%
19022000 Stuffed pasta 25%
19023030 Instant or quick-cooked noodles 25%
19042000 Uncooked cereal pieces 25%
19053100 Sweet cookies 25%
19053200 Waffles and Holy Communion 25%
19054000 Rusk, toast and similar toast 25%
20011000 Cucumber and gherkin made with vinegar or acetic acid 25%
20019090 Other fruits, vegetables and edible plants made with vinegar 25%
20021010 Whole or sliced tomato cans made without vinegar 25%



20031011 Canned toad white mushroom 25%
20039010 Other mushrooms and canned truffles 25%
20049000 Other frozen vegetables not made with vinegar 25%
20052000 Unfrozen potato made without vinegar 25%
20054000 Unfrozen peas made without vinegar 25%
20055119 Canned non-refrigerated canned kidney beans and kidney beans, not prepared or preserved with vinegar or acetic 

acid
25%

20055910 Other canned beans and canned beans made of vinegar 25%
20057000 Unfrozen olive oil made without vinegar 25%
20058000 Unfrozen sweet corn made without vinegar 25%
20059999 Other vegetables and mixed vegetables that are not made with vinegar 25%
20060020 Candied olives 25%
20060090 Other candied vegetables, fruits, nuts, peels 25%
20079100 Cooked citrus fruit 25%
20079910 Other jams and canned jelly made by cooking 25%
20079990 Other jams and jellies made by cooking 25%
20081190 Other peanuts not made with vinegar 25%
20081999 Other nuts and kernels 25%
20085000 Apricot not made with vinegar 25%
20087010 Canned peach 25%
20089700 Assorted fruits made or preserved by other methods 25%
20089931 Seasoned seaweed 25%
20092100 Grapefruit (including pomelo) juice with a Brix value not exceeding 20 25%
20092900 Other grapefruit (including pomelo) juice 25%
20093110 Lemon juice with a Brix of not more than 20 25%
20093910 Lemon juice with a Brix of more than 20 25%
20094100 Pineapple juice with a Brix value not exceeding 20 25%
20094900 Other pineapple juice 25%
20096100 Grape juice with a Brix value not exceeding 30, including wine grape juice 25%
20097900 Other apple juice 25%
20098912 mango juice 25%
20098913 Passion fruit juice 25%
20098914 Guava juice 25%
20098920 Other unmixed vegetable juice 25%
20099010 Mixed fruit juice 25%
20099090 Mixed vegetable juice, mixed juice of fruits and vegetables 25%
21011100 Coffee concentrate 25%
21011200 Products based on coffee concentrate or coffee 25%
21012000 Tea, mate tea concentrated juice and its products 25%
21021000 Active yeast 25%
21022000 Inactive yeast; other single-celled microorganisms that have died 25%
21031000 soy sauce 25%
21050000 Ice cream and other iced foods, whether or not they contain cocoa 25%
21069040 Coconut juice 25%
22011020 Unsweetened and unsweetened soda 25%
22019011 Packed bag of natural water 25%
22019019 Unpackaged natural water 25%
22019090 Other water, ice and snow 25%
22029100 Alcohol free beer 25%
22029900 Other non-alcoholic drinks 25%
22030000 Malt brewed beer 25%
22041000 Sparkling wine 25%
22042100 Small package of freshly brewed wine 25%
22042900 Other wines made from freshly packaged grapes 25%
22051000 Small package of miso and similar wine 25%
22060090 Other fermented beverages 25%
22071000 Unmodified ethanol with concentration ≥80% 25%
22082000 Hard liquor made from distilled wine 25%
22085000 gin 25%
22087000 Liqueur and Cordial 25%
22089010 Tequila 25%
22089020 Liquor 25%
22089090 Other distilled spirits and alcoholic beverages 25%
22090000 Vinegar substitutes made of vinegar and acetic acid 25%
23012090 Other aquatic product slag powder that is not suitable for human consumption 25%
23040090 Other solid residue obtained by refining soybean oil 25%
23069000 Other oil cakes and solid residues 25%
25010011 Salt 25%



25010019 Other salt 25%
25020000 Uncalcined pyrite 25%
25030000 Sulfur, except for sublimed sulfur, precipitated sulfur and colloidal sulfur 25%
25041091 Spheroidized graphite 25%
25049000 Other natural graphite 25%
25059000 Other natural sand, whether or not it is colored 25%
25062000 Quartzite, whether cut into rectangular plates or blocks 25%
25070090 Regardless of whether or not calcined 25%
25090000 Chalk 25%
25102010 Milled apatite 25%
25120090 Other siliceous fossil coarse powder and similar siliceous soil 25%
25131000 pumice 25%
25151100 Original or rough trimmed marble and travertine 25%
25151200 Rectangular marble and travertine 25%
25152000 Other limestone monuments or building stones; wax stones, whether or not they are roughly trimmed or cut into 

rectan
25%

25161100 Undisturbed or roughened granite 25%
25161200 Rectangle or square granite 25%
25162000 Sandstone, whether rough trimmed or cut into rectangular plates 25%
25169000 Other monuments or stone for construction, whether rough or trimmed or cut into rectangular plates 25%

25171000 Stone, boulder and vermiculite, whether or not heat treated" 25%
25174900 Glass, crumbs and powders of various stones listed in headings 2515 and 2616, except for marble, regardless of 

heat treatment
25%

25181000 Uncalcined or sintered dolomite, whether rough trimmed or cut into rectangular plates 25%
25199010 Fused magnesia 25%
25199020 Sintered magnesia (calcium burnt) 25%
25199030 Alkali burnt magnesium (light burnt magnesium) 25%
25201000 Raw gypsum 25%
25221000 quicklime 25%
25222000 Slaked lime 25%
25231000 Cement clinker, whether or not it is colored 25%
25233000 Bauxite cement, whether or not it is colored 25%
25249090 Other asbestos 25%
25251000 Untouched mica and split mica 25%
25280010 Natural borax and its concentrate, whether or not calcined 25%

25280090
Borate (except borax), whether calcined or not; natural crude boric acid, boric acid containing no more than 85% 
dry weight 25%

25291000 Feldspar 25%
25293000 White garnet; nepheline and nepheline syenite 25%
25301020 Unexpanded vermiculite and perlite 25%
25309020 Rare earth metal ore 25%
25309099 Other mineral products 25%
26011200 Sintered iron ore and its concentrate 25%
26020000 Manganese ore and its concentrates, including manganese iron sand with a manganese content of 20% or more by 

dry weight and its fine mine
25%

26030000 Copper ore and its concentrate 25%
26040000 Nickel ore and its concentrate 25%
26080000 Zinc ore and its concentrate 25%
26140000 Titanium ore and its concentrate 25%
26151000 Zirconium ore and its concentrate 25%
26159090 Other vanadium ore and its concentrate 25%
26169000 Other precious metal ores and concentrates 25%
26179090 Other ores and concentrates 25%
27111100 liquified natural gas 25%
28011000 chlorine 25%
28012000 iodine 25%
28013020 bromine 25%
28042100 Argon 25%
28045000 Boron, bismuth 25%
28046120 Single crystal silicon rods of diameter <7.5cm for the electronics industry 25%
28046900 Other silicon with silicon content <99.99% 25%
28048000 arsenic 25%
28049090 Other selenium 25%
28051200 calcium 25%
28053029 Other rare earth metals, lanthanum and cerium that have been mixed or fused to each other 25%
28070000 Sulfuric acid, fuming sulfuric acid 25%
28080000 Nitric acid and sulfonic acid 25%



28092019 Other phosphoric acid and metaphosphoric acid, pyrophosphate 25%
28111190 Hydrogen fluoride (hydrofluoric acid) 25%
28112100 carbon dioxide 25%
28121900 Other non-metallic chlorides and oxychlorides 25%
28141000 ammonia 25%
28142000 ammonia 25%
28151100 Solid sodium hydroxide 25%
28153000 Sodium peroxide and potassium peroxide 25%
28161000 Magnesium hydroxide and magnesium peroxide 25%
28181010 Brown corundum 25%
28182000 Alumina, except artificial corundum 25%
28220090 Other cobalt oxides and hydroxides; commercial cobalt oxide 25%
28230000 Titanium oxide 25%
28251090 Other bismuth, antimony and its inorganic salts 25%
28253010 Vanadium pentoxide 25%
28253090 Other vanadium oxides and hydroxides 25%
28258000 Bismuth oxide 25%
28259012 Tungsten trioxide 25%
28259031 Tin oxide 25%
28261210 Anhydrous aluminum fluoride 25%
28269010 Fluorosilicate 25%
28269020 Lithium hexafluorophosphate 25%
28269090 Fluoroaluminate and other fluoro complex salts 25%
28271090 Non-fertilizer ammonium chloride 25%
28272000 Calcium chloride 25%
28273500 Nickel chloride 25%
28273910 Lithium chloride 25%
28274910 Zirconium oxychloride and hydroxide chloride 25%
28275100 Sodium bromide and potassium bromide 25%
28275900 Other bromides and bromines 25%
28276000 Iodide and iodine oxide 25%
28289000 Hypochlorite; chlorite and hypobromite 25%
28311010 Sodium dithionite 25%
28321000 Sodium sulfite 25%
28331100 Sodium sulfate 25%
28332100 Magnesium sulfate 25%
28332200 Aluminum sulfate 25%
28332700 Barium sulfate 25%
28332910 Ferrous sulfate 25%
28332920 Chromium sulfate 25%
28342190 Non-fertilizer potassium nitrate 25%
28351000 Hypophosphite and phosphite 25%
28352520 Food grade calcium orthophosphate (dicalcium phosphate) 25%
28352910 Trisodium phosphate 25%
28353110 Food grade sodium tripolyphosphate (sodium tripolyphosphate) 25%
28366000 Barium carbonate 25%
28369100 Lithium carbonate 25%
28369200 Bismuth carbonate 25%
28369910 Magnesium carbonate 25%
28369940 Commercial ammonium carbonate and other ammonium carbonates 25%
28371910 Potassium cyanide 25%
28371990 Other cyanide and oxycyanide 25%
28372000 Cyanide complex 25%
28391990 Other sodium silicates; commercial sodium silicate 25%
28415000 Other chromates and dichromates; perchromate 25%
28419000 Other metal salts and permetalates 25%
28429030 Lithium nickel cobalt manganese oxide 25%
28429040 Lithium iron phosphate 25%
28431000 Colloidal precious metal 25%
28441000 Natural uranium and its compounds (including alloys, dispersions, ceramic products and mixtures) 25%

28442000 U235 enriched uranium, thorium and their compounds (including alloys, dispersions, ceramic products) And 
mixture)

25%

28444020 Radioactive cobalt and radioactive cobalt salts (including alloys, dispersions, ceramic products and mixtures) 25%

28469011 Yttrium oxide 25%
28469017 Yttrium oxide 25%
28469019 Other rare earth oxides 25%



28469048 Mixed rare earth carbonate 25%
28469093 Other compounds of bismuth 25%
28469096 Other compounds of bismuth 25%
28470000 Hydrogen peroxide (whether or not cured with urea) 25%
28539010 Drink distilled water 25%
29012330 2-methyl propylene 25%
29012420 Isoprene 25%
29012920 Acetylene 25%
29021100 Cyclohexane 25%
29021990 Other cycloalkanes, cycloolefins and cyclodecenes 25%
29023000 Toluene 25%
29024100 O-xylene 25%
29024200 Meta-xylene 25%
29024300 Paraxylene 25%
29024400 Mixed xylene isomer 25%
29026000 Ethylbenzene 25%
29027000 Isopropylbenzene 25%
29031990 Saturated chlorinated derivatives of other acyclic hydrocarbons 25%
29032300 Tetrachloroethylene 25%
29038900 Halogenated derivatives such as other cycloalkanes or cyclic olefins 25%
29039190 Chlorobenzene and p-dichlorobenzene 25%
29051100 Methanol 25%
29051220 Isopropanol 25%
29051610 Octanol 25%
29051690 Other octanol 25%
29051700 Decylene, cetyl alcohol and stearyl alcohol 25%
29052290 Other acyclic terpene alcohol 25%
29052900 Other unsaturated monohydric alcohols (except acyclic terpene alcohol) 25%
29054100 Trimethylolpropane 25%
29054200 Pentaerythritol 25%
29054300 Mannitol 25%
29054500 Glycerol (glycerol) 25%
29061100 Menthol 25%
29062100 Benzyl alcohol 25%
29062990 Other aromatic alcohols and their derivatives 25%
29071212 O-cresol 25%
29071219 Other cresol (p-cresol) 25%
29072300 4,4'-isopropylidene biphenol (bisphenol A) and its salts 25%
29089990 Derivatives such as halogenation, sulfonation, nitration, or nitrosation of other phenols and phenols 25%

29094100 2,2'-oxydiethanol (diethylene glycol) 25%
29095000 Ether phenols, ether phenols and their halogenated, sulfonated, nitrated, or nitrosated derivatives 25%

29103000 1-chloro-2,3-epoxypropane (epichlorohydrin) 25%
29110000 acetal, hemiacetal, whether or not containing other oxy groups, and their halogenation, sulfonation, nitrification, 

or nitrosated derivatives
25%

29122100 Benzaldehyde 25%
29124910 Aldol 25%
29124990 Other aldehyde ethers, aldehydes, other oxy-containing aldehydes 25%
29130000 Halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated, or nitrosated derivatives of the products listed in heading 2912 25%

29141200 Butanone 25%
29142300 Musk ketone and methyl musk ketone 25%
29143910 Acetophenone 25%
29143990 Other aromatic ketones without other oxy groups 25%
29144000 Keto alcohol and ketone aldehyde 25%
29145019 Other ketone 25%
29145020 2-hydroxy-4-methoxybenzophenone 25%
29145090 Ketophenols and other oxy ketones 25%
29146100 Anthraquinone 25%
29146900 Other hydrazines, whether or not they contain other oxy groups, and their halogenation, sulfonation, nitrification 

or nitrosation derivative
25%

29151200 Formate 25%
29151300 Formate 25%
29152119 Other glacial acetic acid (glacial acetic acid) 25%
29152190 Other acetic acid 25%
29153200 Vinyl acetate 25%
29154000 Mono-, di-, trichloroacetic acid and its salts and esters 25%



29155090 Propionate and ester 25%
29157010 Stearic acid 25%
29161100 Acrylic acid and its salts 25%
29161240 Isooctyl acrylate 25%
29161300 Methacrylic acid and its salts 25%
29161400 Methacrylate 25%
29162090 Other (cycloalkane, cycloalkenyl, cyclodecene) monocarboxylic acid (including its anhydride, acid halide, 

peroxygen) compounds and peroxyacids and their derivatives)
25%

29163200 Benzoyl peroxide and benzoyl chloride 25%
29171200 Adipic acid and its salts and esters 25%
29171310 Azelaic acid and its salts and esters 25%
29171400 Maleic anhydride 25%
29172010 Tetrahydrophthalic anhydride 25%
29173200 Dioctyl phthalate 25%
29173619 Other terephthalic acid 25%
29173700 Dimethyl terephthalate 25%
29173910 Interphthalic acid 25%
29181200 tartaric acid 25%
29181300 Tartrate and tartrate 25%
29182900 Other phenolic groups but no other oxycarboxylic acids and their anhydrides (acyl halides, peroxides and 

peroxyacids and their derivatives)
25%

29214200 Aniline derivatives and their salts 25%
29214400 Diphenylamine and its derivatives, and their salts 25%
29214500 1-naphthylamine, 2-naphthylamine, and derivatives and salts thereof 25%
29215190 M-, p-phenylenediamine, diaminotoluene and its derivatives and their salts 25%
29215900 Other aromatic polyamines and derivatives and their salts 25%
29222990 Other amino groups (naphthol, phenol) and ethers, esters, salts (except for those containing more than one 

oxygen group)
25%

29223990 Other amino aldehydes, amino ketones, amino guanidines and their salts (except for those containing more than 
one oxy group)

25%

29224110 Lysine 25%
29224210 Glutamate 25%
29224220 Sodium glutamate 25%
29224911 Tranexamic acid 25%
29225090 Other amino alcohol phenols, amino acid phenols and other oxy-containing amino compounds 25%
29242100 Acyl urea and its derivatives, and their salts 25%
29242930 aspartame 25%
29242990 Other cyclic amides (including cyclic carbamates) 25%
29251100 Saccharin and its salts 25%
29252900 Other imines and their derivatives and their salts 25%
29270000 Diazo compounds, azo compounds and oxidized azo compounds 25%
29291010 2,4 and 2,6 toluene diisocyanate mixture (toluene diisocyanate TDI) 25%
29291030 Diphenylmethane diisocyanate (pure MDI) 25%
29304000 Methionine (methionine) 25%
29309010 Alanine alanine (cystine) 25%
29309020 Dithiocarbonate (or salt) [xanthogenate (or salt)] 25%
29313990 Other organophosphorus derivatives 25%
29321200 2-furfural 25%
29331100 Dimethylphenylpyrazolone (antipyrine) and its derivatives 25%
29331990 Other structures have non-fused pyrazole ring compounds (whether or not hydrogenated) 25%
29333210 Piperidine (hexahydropyridine) 25%
29334900 Other compounds containing a quinoline or isoquinoline ring system (but not further fused) 25%
29335990 Other compounds having a pyrimidine ring or a piperazine ring (whether or not hydrogenated) 25%
29336100 Melamine (melamine) 25%
29336929 Other isocyanuric acid chlorinated derivatives 25%
29339900 Other heterocyclic compounds containing only nitrogen heteroatoms 25%
29341090 a compound containing a non-fused thiazole ring (whether or not hydrogenated) 25%
29349910 Sulfone and sultam 25%
29362100 Unmixed vitamin A and its derivatives 25%
29362200 Unmixed vitamin B1 and its derivatives 25%
29362300 Unmixed vitamin B2 and its derivatives 25%
29362400 Unmixed D or DL-pantothenic acid and its derivatives 25%
29362600 Unmixed vitamin B12 and its derivatives 25%
29371210 Recombinant human insulin and its salts 25%
29371290 Other insulin and its salts 25%
29371900 Other polypeptide hormones, protein hormones, glycoprotein hormones and their derivatives and similar 

structures
25%

29372290 Halogenated derivatives of other corticosteroids 25%



29372390 Halogenated derivatives of other corticosteroids 25%
29372900 Other steroid hormones and their derivatives and similar structures 25%
29375000 Prostaglandins, thromboxanes and leukotrienes and their derivatives and structural analogues 25%
29389090 Other natural or synthetically prepared glycosides and their salts, ethers, esters and other derivatives 25%

29391900 Other opioids and their derivatives, and their salts 25%
29398000 Other alkaloids 25%
29411093 6 aminopenicillanic acid (6APA) 25%
29419010 Gentamicin and its derivatives, and their salts 25%
29419059 Other cephalosporins and their derivatives and their salts 25%
30051010 Adhesive plaster (medicated, surgical, dental or veterinary) 25%
30063000 X-ray contrast agent; diagnostic reagent 25%
30066010 Chemical contraceptives based on hormones 25%
30069100 Can be determined for ostomy appliances 25%
31021000 Urea (whether or not it is aqueous) 25%
31025000 Sodium nitrate 25%
31029090 Other mineral nitrogen fertilizers and chemical nitrogen fertilizers, including mixtures not listed above 25%

31042020 Pure potassium chloride 25%
31042090 Other potassium chloride 25%
31043000 Potassium sulfate 25%
31051000 Made into sheets and similar shapes or each package with a gross weight of not more than 10 kg 25%
31052000 Fertilizer containing three fertilizer elements: nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 25%
31054000 Mixture of ammonium dihydrogen phosphate and ammonium dihydrogen phosphate with diammonium hydrogen 

phosphate
25%

32011000 Hardwood extract 25%
32019010 Other plant extracts 25%
32019090 Tannin and its salts, ethers, esters and other derivatives 25%
32021000 Organic synthetic feed 25%
32029000 Inorganic tanning materials; tanning preparations, etc., whether or not containing natural tanning materials; 25%

32030019 Other plant coloring materials and products based on them include dye extracts (whether or not there is a 
chemical definition); a product based on plant-based coloring as described in Note 3 of Chapter 32

25%

32041100 Disperse dyes and products based on them (whether or not chemically defined) 25%
32041200 Acid dyes (whether or not pre-metallized) and products based on them (whether or not chemical definition); 

mordant dyes and products based on them (whether or not they have chemical definitions)
25%

32041300 Basic dyes and products based on them (whether or not chemically defined) 25%
32041600 Reactive dyes and products based on them (whether or not chemically defined) 25%
32041911 Sulfurized black (sulfurated black) and products based on it (whether or not chemically defined) 25%
32041919 Other sulphur dyes and products based on them (whether or not chemically defined) 25%
32049020 Carotene and carotenoids 25%
32064100 Ultramarine and its products 25%
32064210 Zinc white 25%
32064911 Pigments and products based on bismuth vanadate 25%
32071000 Modulation of pigments, sunscreens, colorants and similar products (for ceramics, enamels and glass industry) 25%

32072000 Tantalum and glaze, enamel and similar products (for ceramics, enamel and glass industries) 25%
32073000 Light enamels and similar products (for ceramics, enamels and glass industry) 25%
32081000 Polyester paints and varnishes dispersed or dissolved in non-aqueous media 25%
32082020 Ethylene polymer paints and varnishes dispersed or dissolved in non-aqueous media 25%
32099020 Other polymer paints and varnishes in aqueous medium based on fluororesin 25%
32141010 Semiconductor device packaging material 25%
33012940 Cinnamon oil (including extract and net oil) 25%
33013010 Iris 25%
33021010 Mixed spices for the production of beverages and products based on spices, by volume of alcohol Concentration 

≤0.5%
25%

33030000 Perfume and toilet water 25%
33041000 Lip cosmetics 25%
33042000 Ophthalmic cosmetics 25%
33043000 Fingernail cosmetics 25%
33049100 Powder, whether or not it is pressed 25%
33049900 Other beauty products or cosmetics and skin care products 25%
33051000 Shampoo (shampoo) 25%
33052000 Perm 25%
33053000 Styling agent 25%
33059000 Other hair care products 25%



34011100 Drinking soaps and organic surface active products, in strips, blocks or molded shapes, and soaked or coated 
paper, batt, felt and nonwoven fabric with soap or detergent

25%

34011910 Laundry soap 25%
34012000 Other shapes of soap 25%
34039100 Formulations for the treatment of oils and fats from textiles, leather, fur or other materials (without petroleum or 

from asphalt mineral extracted oil)
25%

34070020 Other dental products containing plaster 25%
35011000 Casein 25%
37012000 Unexposed, one-time imaging photographic film made of any material other than paper, cardboard, and textile 25%

37013022 PS version (pre-coated photographic version) (any side over 255mm), with paper, cardboard and textile made of 
any material outside

25%

37013024 CTP version 25%
37019920 Other unexposed film and hard film for photoengraving, any paper other than paper, cardboard and textile made 

of material, either side ≤ 255mm
25%

37021000 Unrolled X-ray photographic film in rolls, made of any material other than paper, cardboard and textiles to make 25%

37024221 Unexposed photoresist dry film for printed circuit board manufacturing, width > 610 mm, length > 200 m, made of 
any material other than paper, cardboard and textiles

25%

37024229 Other unexposed, perforated film for photoengraving, width > 610 mm, length > 200 m, made of any material 
other than paper, cardboard and textiles

25%

37024292 Red or infrared laser film 25%
37024299 Other unexposed, non-perforated wide and long film 25%
37024422 Unexposed photoresist dry film for printed circuit board manufacturing, 105mm <width ≤ 610mm, used made of 

any material other than paper, cardboard and textiles
25%

37024429 Other non-perforated film for photolithography, 105mm <width ≤ 610mm, paper, paper made of any material 
other than plates and textiles

25%

37024490 Other non-perforated unexposed film, 105mm <width ≤ 610mm, paper, cardboard and textile made of anything 
other than material

25%

37079010 Using chemical or photographic unmixed film for film and photo (quantitative or retail packaging ready to use) 25%

38019010 Surface treated spheroidized graphite 25%
38051000 Gum turpentine, wood turpentine and turpentine 25%
38059010 Pine oil based on α-terpineol, distilled or otherwise obtained from coniferous wood 25%
38059090 Crude dipentene; sulfite turpentine and other crude p-isopropylbenzene methane; other terpene oils, obtained by 

distillation or other methods from coniferous wood
25%

38061010 rosin 25%
38086900 Other items listed in Note 2 25%
38089119 Retail packaging insecticide 25%
38089210 Fungicide for retail packaging 25%
38089311 Retail packaging herbicide 25%
38091000 Based on starch substances, other tax numbers for textile, paper, tanning and similar industries Unlisted finishes, 

dye-accelerated coloring or fixing additives and other products and preparations
25%

38123100 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,2-dihydroquinoline (TMQ) oligomer mixture 25%
38170000 Mixed alkylbenzenes and mixed alkylnaphthalenes, except for products with tariffs 27.07 and 29.02 25%

38231100 Stearic acid 25%
38231200 Oleic acid 25%
38231900 Other industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids; acid oil obtained by refining 25%
38237000 Industrial fatty alcohol 25%
38244010 Superplasticizer 25%
38247600 1,1,1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform) containing methane, ethane, propane halogenated Biological mixture 25%

38247900 Other mixtures containing halogenated derivatives of methane, ethane and propane 25%
38248100 Ethylene oxide containing mixtures and products 25%
38249991 Mixture containing more than 50% talc 25%
38259000 By-products of the chemical industry and related industries not listed in other tax items 25%
38260000 Biodiesel and its mixtures, containing or containing less than 70% by weight of petroleum or from leaching Green 

mineral extracted oil
25%

39022000 Primary shape polyisobutylene 25%
39031910 Primary shape modified non-available polystyrene 25%
39031990 Other polystyrene in primary shape 25%
39032000 Primary shape styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer 25%
39033010 Primary shape modified acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymer 25%
39033090 Other acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymer 25%
39041010 Polyvinyl chloride paste resin 25%
39044000 Other vinyl chloride copolymer in primary shape 25%



39051900 Other primary shapes of polyvinyl acetate 25%
39052100 Aqueous dispersion of vinyl acetate copolymer 25%
39052900 Other primary shapes of vinyl acetate copolymer 25%
39061000 Primary shape polymethyl methacrylate 25%
39069010 Polyacrylamide 25%
39072010 Polytetramethylene ether glycol 25%
39075000 Primary shape alkyd resin 25%
39076110 High viscosity polyethylene terephthalate chip 25%
39081012 Polyamide-6 slice 25%
39091000 Primary shape urea resin and urethane resin 25%
39093100 Aggregate MDI 25%
39093900 Other amino resins of other primary shapes 25%
39122000 Primary shape nitrocellulose 25%
39131000 Primary shape alginic acid and salts and esters 25%
39161000 Monofilaments, strips, rods and profiles made of ethylene polymers 25%
39162010 Polyvinyl chloride profile 25%
39162090 Monofilaments, rods, rods and profiles made of vinyl chloride polymer 25%
39169010 Monofilaments, strips, rods and profiles made of polyamide 25%
39171000 Artificial casing made of sclerostin or cellulosic material 25%
39172200 Hard tube made of propylene polymer 25%
39181090 Floor covering made of vinyl chloride polymer 25%
39191091 Capsule reflective film with a width of ≤20cm 25%
39199010 Other capsule type reflective film 25%
39201010 Battery separator made of ethylene polymer 25%
39203000 Non-foamed polystyrene sheets, sheets, films, foils and strips 25%
39206300 Unsaturated polyester sheets, sheets, films, foils and flat strips 25%
39207300 Cellulose acetate board, sheet, film, foil and flat strip 25%
39207900 Cellulose derivative board, sheet, film foil and flat strip 25%
39211210 Foamed PVC artificial leather and synthetic leather 25%
39211290 Foamed polyvinyl chloride sheets, sheets, strips, foils and strips 25%
39211310 Foamed polyurethane artificial leather and synthetic leather 25%
39221000 Plastic bathtub, shower tray and wash basin 25%
39234000 Plastic reels, tweezers, bobbins and the like 25%
39249000 Other household appliances and sanitary or toiletries 25%
39251000 Plastic enamels, cabinets, cans, barrels and similar containers 25%
39261000 Office or school plastic products 25%
40012900 Other primary shapes of natural rubber 25%
40021110 Carboxyl styrene butadiene rubber latex 25%
40021912 Oil-filled styrene-butadiene rubber (excluding dissolved) 25%
40021915 Solution-polymerized styrene-butadiene rubber without any processing 25%
40021916 Oil-filled polystyrene-butadiene rubber 25%
40022010 Primary shape butadiene rubber 25%
40024910 Primary shape neoprene rubber 25%
40024990 Chloroprene rubber sheet, sheet, belt 25%
40025100 Nitrile rubber latex 25%
40026090 Isoprene rubber sheet, sheet, belt 25%
40028000 a mixture of natural rubber and synthetic rubber 25%
40029990 Ointment extracted from oil 25%
40052000 Unvulcanized composite rubber solution and dispersion 25%
40061000 Tread-filled tire strip for unvulcanized tire retreading 25%
40070000 Vulcanized rubber thread and rope 25%
40093200 Reinforced or only vulcanized rubber tubes with textile materials, with attachments 25%
40101100 Metal reinforced vulcanized rubber conveyor belt and strip 25%
40103100 Trapezoidal section of the endless belt (V-belt), V-shaped ribbed, outer circumference of more than 60% meter, 

but no more than 180 cm
25%

40114000 New pneumatic rubber tires for motorcycles 25%
40117010 New pneumatic rubber tires for herringbone treads or treads for agricultural or forestry vehicles and machines 25%

40118011 Herringbone treads for building or industrial handling vehicles and machines with a ring size not exceeding 61CM 
or new pneumatic rubber tires like treads

25%

40118012 new inflatable rubber tires with chevron tread or similar tread used for constructional or industrial vehicles and 
machinery, rim size>61cm

25%

40118091 Non-human treads for construction or industrial handling vehicles and machines with a ring size not exceeding 
61CM or a new pneumatic rubber tire like a tread

25%

40119090 Other new pneumatic rubber tires 25%
40122010 Old pneumatic rubber tires for cars 25%
40122090 Other used old pneumatic rubber tires 25%
40129090 Other solid or semi-solid rubber tires 25%



40139090 Other rubber inner tube 25%
40141000 Vulcanized rubber condom 25%
40151100 Vulcanized rubber surgical gloves 25%
40151900 Other gloves made of vulcanized rubber 25%
40159090 Other vulcanized rubber garments and accessories 25%
40169200 Vulcanized rubber eraser 25%
40169400 Vulcanized rubber ship or dock 25%
40170010 Hard rubber of various shapes (including waste and scrap) 25%
41012019 Unsliced whole raw cowhide within the specified weight range, except for reversed processing 25%
41021000 Hairy sheep or lamb hide 25%
41041911 Other blue wet cowhide 25%
41044100 Full grain unspreaded or grained dry leather (crust leather) 25%
41044990 Other dry leather (crust leather) 25%
41063110 Blue wet pigskin 25%
41071110 Full grain undivided whole cow leather 25%
41071210 Whole grain cow leather 25%
41071990 Others have smashed the whole cow leather 25%
41079100 Fully grained unsplit non-whole cow leather 25%
41079200 Grain splits 25%
41079990 Others are not the whole cow leather 25%
41120000 Unprocessed sheep or lamb leather 25%
41131000 Unprocessed goat or baby goat leather 25%
41132000 Further processed pig leather without further processing 25%
41139000 Other non-hair animal leather that has been further processed 25%
41142000 Patent leather and laminated patent leather; metallized leather 25%
41151000 Recycled leather based on leather or leather fibers, in pieces, in sheets or in strips, regardless of whether it is a 

volume
25%

42010000 Saddlery and harness made of various materials, suitable for all kinds of animals 25%
42021110 Leather case with recycled leather 25%
42021190 Leather and recycled leather bags 25%
42022100 Handbag made of leather and recycled leather 25%
42022200 Handbag made of plastic or textile material 25%
42023100 Wallets and other items made of leather and recycled leather 25%
42029100 Other containers made of leather and recycled leather 25%
42029200 Other containers made of plastic or textile materials 25%
42031000 Leather or recycled leather clothes 25%
42032100 Leather or recycled leather for sports gloves 25%
42032910 Protective gloves made of leather or recycled leather 25%
42032990 Other gloves made of leather or recycled leather 25%
42033010 Leather or recycled leather belt 25%
42034000 Other accessories for leather or recycled leather 25%
42050010 Leather or recycled leather seat cover 25%
42050020 Leather or recycled leather products for machinery, machinery or other specialized applications 25%
43019090 Other untwisted, tailed, claws suitable for processing leather goods 25%
43021100 Unsewed whole mink skin 25%
43021910 Valuable fur that has not been sewn (skin, fox, otter, marmot, etc.) 25%
43021990 Other furs that have not been sewn 25%
43022000 Unsewed heads, tails, claws and other pieces 25%
43031010 Fur clothes 25%
43039000 Other items made of fur 25%
43040020 Artificial fur products 25%
44012200 Non-coniferous wood chips or wood pellets 25%
44014000 Sawdust, wood scrap and debris, unbonded 25%
44029000 charcoal 25%
44031100 Softwood logs treated with paints, stains, preservatives, etc. 25%
44032110 Pinus koraiensis and Pinus sylvestris var. mongolica with cross-section sizes of 15 cm and above 25%
44032130 Larch logs with a cross-section of 15 cm or more 25%
44032400 Other fir and spruce logs with a cross-section of less than 15 cm 25%
44039100 Beech logs 25%
44039500 Birch logs with a cross-section of 15 cm or more 25%
44039700 Poplar logs 25%
44039800 Beech logs 25%
44039980 Other unlisted temperate non-coniferous logs 25%
44039990 Other unnamed non-coniferous logs 25%
44050000 Wood and wood powder 25%
44071110 Pinus sylvestris and scotch pine slabs, longitudinal sawing, slitting, cutting, whether flattened, sanded or finger 

joint combination, thickness over 6mm
25%



44071120 radiation loose board, longitudinal sawing, slitting, cutting, whether flattened, sanded or finger knot combined, 
thickness exceeds 6mm

25%

44071200 Thick plates of fir and spruce, longitudinal sawing, slitting, and cutting, regardless of flattening, sanding or finger 
jointing, thickness over 6mm

25%

44072910 Teakboard, longitudinal sawing, slitting, planing, whether flattened, sanded or smashed, thickness over 6mm 25%

44072930 Polog sheet, through longitudinal sawing, slitting, and cutting, whether or not planed, sanded or smashed, 
thickness over 6mm

25%

44072990 Other listed tropical wood panels, longitudinal sawing, slitting, cutting, whether flattened or sanded or finger 
joints, thickness over 6mm

25%

44079100 Elm sheet, through longitudinal sawing, slitting, and cutting, regardless of whether it is planed, sanded or finger 
jointed, thickness exceeds 6mm

25%

44079200 Beech wood board, longitudinal sawing, slitting, cutting, whether or not planing, sanding or fingering combined, 
thickness exceeds 6mm

25%

44079600 Birch wood, through longitudinal sawing, slitting, and cutting, whether or not flattened, sanded or smashed, 
thickness over 6mm

25%

44079910 Other mahogany sheets, whether flattened, sanded or smashed, thicker than 6mm, but tax except for the tropical 
mahogany plates listed in 4407.2940

25%

44081090 Other softwood sheets, no matter whether they are flattened, sanded or finger jointed, the thickness does not 
exceed 6mm

25%

44083119 Sapphire red ash ash, light red sapwood, and sassafras sassafras wood veneer with thin plates, regardless of 
whether it is planed, sanded or finger-joined, the thickness is not more than 6mm, except for multi-layer boards 
such as plywood.

25%

44083919 Other listed tropical wooden veneers are made of sheet, whether flattened, sanded or fingered, the thickness is 
not more than 6mm, except for the use of multi-layer boards such as plywood.

25%

44083990 Other thin sheets of other tropical wood, whether flattened, sanded or indexed, thickness does not exceed 6mm 25%

44089021 Other veneer for non-coniferous wooden plywood, whether flattened, sanded or finger-jointed, thickness does 
not exceed 6mm

25%

44089091 Other temperate non-coniferous wood, whether flattened, sanded or finger-joined, not exceeding the thickness 
over 6mm

25%

44092990 Other non-coniferous wood made of continuous shape on one side or side, whether flattened or sanded or refers 
to the combination of

25%

44101100 Wooden particle board 25%
44101200 Wooden oriented strand board 25%
44101900 Wooden other material board 25%
44111211 The thickness does not exceed 5 25%
44111319 Medium-density wood fiberboard with a thickness of more than 5 mm but not more than 9 mm, with a density 

exceeding each cubic cm 0.8 g, machined or covered
25%

44111419 Medium-density wood fiberboard with a thickness of more than 9 mm, density exceeding 0.8 g per cubic 
centimeter, machining or covering

25%

44111421 Fluidly loose medium-density wood fibreboard with a thickness of more than 9 mm, density exceeding cubic 
centimeters per cubic centimeter 0.5 grams, but not more than 0.8 grams per cubic centimeter

25%

44111429 Other medium density wood fibreboards with a thickness of more than 9 mm, with a density exceeding 0.5 grams 
per cubic centimeter, but not more than 0.8 grams per cubic centimeter

25%

44111499 Other medium density wood fibreboards with a thickness of more than 9 mm, machined or covered 25%

44119210 Other wood fibreboards with a density of more than 0.8 grams per cubic centimeter, not machined or covered 25%

44119290 Other wood fibreboards with a density of more than 0.8 grams per cubic centimeter, machined or covered 25%

44119390 Other wood fiberboards, density exceeding 0.5 grams per cubic centimeter, but not exceeding every cubic 
centimeter 0.8 grams

25%

44119410 Other wood fiberboards, density exceeding 0.35 grams per cubic centimeter, but not exceeding every cubic 
centimeter 0.5 g

25%

44121019 Other bamboo plywood made only of thin plates 25%
44123100 At least one other layer of plywood made of tropical wood veneer 25%
44123300 The other at least one surface layer is the following non-coniferous wood: beech, ash, Cyclobalanopsis (beech), 

birch, cherry, chestnut, elm, elm, pecan, horse chestnut, elm, maple, Plywood made of eucalyptus (oak), 
sycamore, poplar, locust, gooseberry or walnut veneer

25%

44123410 At least one of the other surfaces is temperate non-coniferous wood (non-coniferous wood of sub-heading 
4412.3300) Outside) thin plywood

25%

44123490 The other at least one surface is sub-head 4412.3300 and 44123410 non-needle not specifically listed Plywood 
made of leaf wood veneer

25%

44123900 The other upper layers are plywood made of softwood veneer 25%



44129410 wood block core plywood, side slat core plywood and slat core plywood, at least one surface is non-Coniferous 
wood

25%

44129910 At least one other wood veneer with a non-coniferous surface 25%
44129999 Other wooden multi-layer boards 25%
44130000 Fortified wood 25%
44151000 Wooden boxes and similar packaging containers; cable reels 25%
44152090 Other wooden pallets, box pallets and other loading planks; other wooden pallet guards 25%
44170090 Other wooden tools, tool holders, tool handles, brooms and brushes for the body and handle; wooden shoes 

Boots and hoes
25%

44181090 Other wooden windows, French-style (floor) windows and their frames 25%
44182000 Wooden door with its frame and threshold 25%
44186000 Column and beam 25%
44187500 Other assembled multi-layer flooring 25%
44189900 Other construction woodwork 25%
44201011 Woodcut 25%
44201090 Other wooden figurines and other decorations 25%
44209090 Wooden boxes and similar items; non-floor wooden furniture 25%
44211000 Wooden hanger 25%
44219110 Bamboo garden sign, garden stick, ice fruit stick, tongue-pressing piece and similar disposable products 25%

44219990 Other unlisted wood products 25%
45019020 Cork waste and broken, granulated, powdered cork 25%
45031000 Natural cork stopper 25%
45041000 Blocks, plates, sheets and strips of pressed cork; bricks and tiles of any shape; solid cylinders, including Original 

film
25%

45049000 Other pressed cork and its products 25%
46012100 Bamboo mats, mats, curtains 25%
46021910 Grass baskets and other products 25%
46021990 Other plant materials for baskets and other products 25%
46029000 Other knitted materials and other products 25%
47069200 Other fibrous cellulose chemical pulp 25%
48010010 Roll of newsprint 25%
48010090 Other newsprints 25%
48021090 Other handmade paper and cardboard 25%
48022010 Photographic base paper 25%
48025400 Uncoated tissue paper and paperboard for writing, printing, etc., without mechanically produced fibers or 

containing the above fibers not exceeding 10% / 25% of the total fiber weight
25%

48025500 Other unprinted medium-thick paper (board) for writing and printing, without mechanically produced fibers or 
containing the above-mentioned fibers not exceeding 10% / 25% of the total fiber weight, in rolls

25%

48025600 Uncoated medium-thick paper and paperboard for writing, printing, etc., without mechanically produced fibers or 
containing the above-mentioned fibers not exceeding 10% / 25% of the total fiber weight, forming sheets, one side 
≤ 435 mm, and the other side ≤ 297 mm

25%

48025700 Other uncoated medium-thick paper (board) for writing and printing, without mechanically produced fibers or 
containing the above-mentioned fibers not exceeding 10% / 25% of the total fiber weight, other sheets

25%

48026200 Other uncoated paper and paperboard for writing, printing, etc., containing mechanically produced fibers 
exceeding 10% / 25% of the total fiber weight, ≤ 435 mm on one side and ≤ 297 mm on the other side (in unfolded)

25%

48026900 The fiber obtained exceeds 10% / 25% of the total fiber weight" 25%
48051900 Other corrugated base paper 25%
48052500 Thick and strong cardboard 25%
48061000 Plant parchment 25%
48062000 Oil proof paper 25%
48070000 Rolled or sheeted composite paper and paperboard, without surface coating or unimpregnated 25%
48081000 Corrugated paper and cardboard 25%
48109200 Other inorganic coated multi-layer paper and cardboard 25%
48115110 Bleached color paper with double-sided coated thick paper 25%
48162000 Small volume (张) self-printing paper 25%
48173000 Paper or cardboard boxes, bags and clips 25%
48193000 Paper bag with bottom width ≥ 40cm 25%
48194000 Other paper bags 25%
48196000 Paper box, letter tray, storage box and similar products 25%
48202000 excercise book 25%
48221000 Paper bobbins, reels, tweezers for textile yarns 25%
48236910 Non-wood plant pulp 25%
48237000 Pressed or molded pulp products 25%
48239010 Floor covering made of paper or cardboard 25%



49060000 Design drawing manuscript or manuscript and its copy 25%
49089000 Other transfer decals 25%
49100000 Printed calendars, including calendar cores 25%
49119910 Other printed matter on paper 25%
50072019 Other pure silk woven fabric 25%
50072039 Other pure silk woven fabric 25%
50072090 Other pure silk woven fabric 25%
50079010 Unbleached or bleached other silk woven fabric 25%
50079090 Other silk woven fabric 25%
51011100 Uncombed fat-containing shearing wool 25%
51031010 Wool falling 25%
51062000 Carded and blended wool yarn for retail sale 25%
51071000 Combed pure wool yarn for retail use 25%
51072000 Non-commercial combed blended wool yarn 25%
51081011 Non-retailed carded yarns with a cashmere content of 85% or more by weight 25%
51081090 Non-retailed carded yarns with a fine hair content of 85% or less by weight 25%
51082090 Non-commercial combed yarns with a fine hair content of 85% or less by weight 25%
51099090 Wool yarn for retail sale 25%
51111119 Other animals have a fine hair content of 85% or more by weight, and the weight per square meter does not 

exceed 300 gram of other animal fine wool woven fabric
25%

51111190 Wool with a wool content of 85% or more by weight and no more than 300 grams per square meter woven fabric 25%

51111919 Other animals have a fine hair content of 85% or more by weight, and more than 300 grams per square meter his 
animal fine hair woven fabric+D75+D7859

25%

51111990 Wool woven fabric with a wool content of 85% or more and more than 300 grams per square meter by weight 25%

51112000 Blended with chemical fiber filaments 25%
51113000 Blended with chemical fiber staple fiber 25%
51119000 Carded wool mixed with other fibers 25%
51121100 Weight ≤200g/m2 combed full felt 25%
51121900 Weight >200g/m2 combed full felt 25%
51122000 Blended wool fabric with chemical fiber filament 25%
51123000 Blended with chemical fiber staple fiber 25%
51129000 Blended with other fibers 25%
52030000 Combed cotton 25%
52041100 Non-retail cotton sewing thread 25%
52051100 Non-retail carded coarse cotton single yarn 25%
52051200 Non-retail carded cotton single yarn 25%
52052200 Non-retail combed cotton single yarn 25%
52052400 Non-retail combed finer cotton single yarn 25%
52054300 Non-retail combed fine cotton multi-strand yarn 25%
52061200 Non-retail carded blended cotton single yarn 25%
52062300 Non-retail combed fine blended cotton single yarn 25%
52063100 Non-retail carded coarse-blend blended cotton multi-strand yarn 25%
52071000 Cotton yarn for retail sale 25%
52081100 Unbleached lightweight cotton plain cloth 25%
52081200 Unbleached lighter cotton plain weave 25%
52081900 Unbleached lightweight other cotton woven fabric 25%
52082200 Bleached lighter cotton plain weave 25%
52082900 Bleached lightweight other cotton woven fabric 25%
52083100 Dyed lightweight cotton plain weave 25%
52083200 Dyed light cotton jersey 25%
52083900 Dyed lightweight other cotton woven fabric 25%
52084200 Yarn-dyed lighter cotton plain weave 25%
52084300 Yarn-dyed lightweight cotton three- or four-line twill 25%
52084900 Yarn-dyed lightweight other cotton woven fabric 25%
52085100 Printed light cotton jersey 25%
52085200 Printed lighter cotton jersey 25%
52085990 Printed lightweight other cotton woven fabric 25%
52091100 Unbleached heavy cotton plain cloth 25%
52091200 Unbleached heavy cotton three or four-line twill 25%
52091900 Unbleached heavy other cotton woven fabric 25%
52092100 Bleached heavy cotton plain weave 25%
52092200 Bleached heavy cotton three- or four-line twill 25%
52092900 Bleached heavy other cotton woven fabric 25%
52093100 Dyed heavy cotton plain weave 25%
52093200 Dyed heavy cotton three- or four-line twill 25%
52093900 Dyed heavy other cotton woven fabric 25%



52094100 Dyed heavy cotton jersey 25%
52094200 Dyed heavy cotton denim (labor cloth) 25%
52094300 Other three- or four-line twill woven fabrics, including double-sided twill woven fabrics 25%
52094900 Dyed heavy other cotton woven fabric 25%
52095100 Printed heavy cotton plain weave 25%
52095900 Printed heavy other cotton woven fabric 25%
52101100 Unbleached lightweight muslin mixed with chemical fiber 25%
52101990 Blended with chemical fiber, unbleached, lightweight other cotton 25%
52103100 Lightweight jersey fabric blended with chemical fiber 25%
52103200 Lightweight three- or four-line twill cotton dyed with chemical fiber blend 25%
52103900 Lightweight other cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber 25%
52104100 Lightweight jersey fabric blended with chemical fiber 25%
52104910 Chemical fiber blended yarn-dyed lightweight three- or four-line twill 25%
52104990 Lightweight other cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber 25%
52105100 Lightweight jersey with chemical fiber blended print 25%
52105990 Lightweight other cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber 25%
52111100 Unbleached heavy muslin mixed with chemical fiber 25%
52111200 Chemical fiber blended unbleached heavy three- or four-line twill 25%
52112000 Heavy other cotton cloth blended with chemical fiber 25%
52113100 Heavy woven cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber 25%
52113200 Heavy-duty three- or four-line twill cotton dyed with chemical fiber blending 25%
52113900 Heavy other cotton cloth mixed with chemical fiber dyeing 25%
52114100 Heavy woven cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber 25%
52114200 Heavy denim with technical fiber blended yarn-dyed 25%
52114300 Other three- or four-line twill woven fabrics, including double-sided twill woven fabrics 25%
52114900 Heavy other cotton fabric blended with chemical fiber 25%
52115100 Heavy jersey with chemical fiber blended print 25%
52121300 Dyed other blended lightweight cotton 25%
52121400 Yarn-dyed other blended lightweight cotton 25%
52121500 Printed other blended lightweight cotton 25%
52122100 Unbleached other blended heavy cotton cloth 25%
52122300 Dyed other blended heavy cotton 25%
52122400 Yarn-dyed other blended heavy cotton 25%
52122500 Printed other blended heavy cotton 25%
53062000 Linen multi-strand yarn or cable 25%
53091110 Unbleached full linen woven fabric 25%
53091900 Other full linen woven fabric 25%
53092110 Unbleached blended linen woven fabric 25%
53092900 Other blended linen woven fabric 25%
54011020 Synthetic filament yarn for retail sale 25%
54021190 Non-retailed other aromatic polyamide spun filament high strength yarn 25%
54021910 Non-retail polyamide-6 spun filament high strength yarn 25%
54021920 Non-retail polyamide-66 spun filament high strength yarn 25%
54021990 Other nylon filament high-strength yarns for non-retail 25%
54022000 Non-retail polyester filament high strength yarn 25%
54023111 Non-retail polyamide-6 spun fine stretch yarn 25%
54023112 Non-retail polyamide-66 spun fine stretch yarn 25%
54023119 Other fine nylon stretch yarns not for retail sale 25%
54023190 Other fine nylon textured yarns other than retail 25%
54023219 Other thick nylon stretch yarns not for retail sale 25%
54023310 Non-retail polyester stretch yarn 25%
54023390 Non-retail other polyester textured yarn 25%
54023400 Non-retail polypropylene deformed yarn 25%
54023900 Non-retail other synthetic fiber filament textured yarn 25%
54024410 Elastic spandex yarn, untwisted or twisted at no more than 50 revolutions per meter 25%
54024510 Other single yarns spun from polyamide-6, untwisted or twisted, not exceeding 50 rpm 25%
54024700 Other polyester yarns, untwisted or twisted, not exceeding 50 rpm 25%
54024800 Other polypropylene yarns, untwisted or twisted, not exceeding 50 rpm 25%
54025110 Non-retailed polyamide-6 spun twisted single yarn 25%
54025200 Other polyester twisted single yarns that are not retailed 25%
54025300 Non-retail polypropylene twisted single yarn 25%
54026110 Multi-strand yarn made of non-retail polycaprolactam (nylon-6) 25%
54026120 Non-retail polyamide-66 multi-strand yarn 25%
54026190 Other nylon multi-strand yarns for non-retail 25%
54026200 Non-retail polyester multi-strand yarn 25%
54026300 Polypropylene yarn for non-retail 25%
54026920 Non-retail spandex yarn 25%
54034900 Non-retail other rayon filament yarn or cable 25%



54071010 Nylon or other polyamide high-strength yarn woven fabric 25%
54071020 Polyester high-strength yarn woven fabric 25%
54074100 Unbleached or bleached pure nylon cloth 25%
54074200 Dyed pure nylon cloth 25%
54074300 Yarn-dyed pure nylon cloth 25%
54074400 Printed pure nylon cloth 25%
54075100 Unbleached or bleached pure polyester textured filament fabric 25%
54075200 Dyed pure polyester textured filament fabric 25%
54075300 Yarn-dyed pure polyester textured filament fabric 25%
54075400 Printed pure polyester textured filament fabric 25%
54076100 Other pure polyester non-deformed filament fabric 25%
54076900 Other pure polyester filament fabric 25%
54077100 Unbleached or bleached other pure synthetic filament fabric 25%
54077200 Other pure synthetic fiber filament cloth dyed 25%
54077300 Yarn-dyed other pure synthetic filament fabric 25%
54077400 Printed other pure synthetic filament fabric 25%
54078100 Unbleached or bleached cotton blended synthetic filament fabric 25%
54078200 Dyed and cotton blended synthetic filament fabric 25%
54078300 Yarn-dyed and cotton-blend synthetic filament fabric 25%
54079100 Other blended synthetic filament fabrics that are not bleached or bleached 25%
54079200 Dyed other blended synthetic filament fabric 25%
54079400 Printed other blended synthetic filament fabric 25%
54082110 Unbleached or bleached woven fabric of viscose filaments 25%
54082190 Unbleached or bleached woven fabric made from other artificial filaments 25%
54082210 Pure viscose filament dyeing woven fabric 25%
54082290 Pure other artificial filament dyeing woven fabric 25%
54082310 Pure viscose filament yarn looms 25%
54082390 Pure other artificial filament yarn looms 25%
54083200 Dyed human filament yarn blended fabric 25%
54083300 Yarn-dyed human filament yarn blended fabric 25%
54083400 Printed human filament yarn blended fabric 25%
55011000 Nylon or other polyamide filament tow 25%
55013000 Polyacrylonitrile filament tow 25%
55019000 Other synthetic filament tow 25%
55031110 Uncombed poly(m-phenylene isophthalamide) spun synthetic staple fiber 25%
55031190 Uncombed other aromatic polyamide spun synthetic staple fiber 25%
55032000 Uncombed polyester staple fiber 25%
55033000 Uncombed polyacrylonitrile synthetic staple fiber 25%
55034000 Uncombed polypropylene synthetic staple fiber 25%
55039010 Uncombed fiber staple fiber made of polyphenylene sulfide 25%
55039090 Uncombed other synthetic staple fiber 25%
55041090 Other uncombed viscose staple fibers 25%
55049000 Uncombed other man-made staple fiber 25%
55061011 Combed poly-m-phenylene isophthalamide fiber staple fiber 25%
55061090 Combed nylon or other polyamide staple fiber 25%
55062000 Combed polyester staple fiber 25%
55070000 Combed rayon staple fiber 25%
55081000 Synthetic staple fiber spun sewing thread 25%
55091200 Non-retail pure nylon staple fiber multi-strand yarn 25%
55092100 Non-retail pure polyester staple fiber single yarn 25%
55092200 Non-retail pure polyester staple fiber multi-strand yarn 25%
55093200 Non-retail pure polyacrylonitrile staple fiber multi-strand yarn 25%
55094200 Non-retail pure other synthetic staple fiber multi-strand yarn 25%
55095100 Non-retail and rayon staple fiber blended polyester spun yarn 25%
55095200 Non-retail and wool blended polyester staple yarn 25%
55095300 Non-retail and cotton blended polyester staple yarn 25%
55096100 Non-retail and wool blended acrylic staple yarn 25%
55101200 Non-retail pure rayon staple fiber multi-strand yarn 25%
55102000 Non-retail and wool blended rayon staple yarn 25%
55112000 Blended synthetic staple fiber yarn for retail use 25%
55121100 Pure bleached or bleached polyester cloth 25%
55121900 Other pure polyester cloth 25%
55129100 Pure synthetic synthetic fabric not bleached or bleached 25%
55129900 Other pure synthetic fiber cloth 25%
55132100 Lightweight polyester jersey with cotton blended dyed 25%
55132390 Other lightweight polyester fabrics blended with cotton 25%
55132900 Lightweight synthetic fabric blended with cotton blended 25%
55133100 Lightweight polyester jersey with cotton blended yarn 25%



55141120 Heavy polyester jersey with cotton blended bleach 25%
55141990 Blended with other unblended or bleached heavy synthetic fabrics 25%
55142100 Heavy polyester jersey with cotton blended dyed 25%
55142200 Heavy polyester twill with cotton blended dyed 25%
55142300 Other heavy polyester fabrics dyed with cotton 25%
55142900 Heavy synthetic synthetic fiber cloth dyed with cotton 25%
55143010 Heavy polyester plain weave with cotton blended yarn 25%
55143090 Heavy synthetic synthetic fabric with cotton-dyed yarn-dyed 25%
55151100 Polyester fabric blended with viscose staple fibers 25%
55151200 Polyester fabric blended with chemical fiber filaments 25%
55151300 Polyester fabric blended with wool 25%
55151900 Polyester fabric blended with other fibers 25%
55152900 Acrylic fabric blended with other fibers 25%
55159100 Other synthetic staple fiber fabrics blended with chemical filaments 25%
55161100 Unbleached or bleached pure rayon staple fiber cloth 25%
55161300 Yarn-dyed pure rayon staple fiber cloth 25%
55161400 Printed rayon staple fiber cloth 25%
55162200 Dyed rayon fabric blended with chemical fiber filaments 25%
55163300 Yarn-dyed rayon fabric blended with wool 25%
55164100 Unbleached or bleached rayon fabric blended with cotton 25%
55164200 Dyed rayon fabric blended with cotton 25%
55169200 Dyed rayon fabric blended with other fibers 25%
55169300 Yarn-dyed rayon fabric blended with other fibers 25%
55169400 Printed rayon fabric blended with other fibers 25%
56012100 Cotton batt and other batt products 25%
56012900 Other materials, flounders and other batt products 25%
56022100 Undyed, coated wool other felt 25%
56031110 Impregnated chemical fiber filament nonwoven fabric per square meter ≤ 25g 25%
56031190 Other chemical filaments per square meter ≤ 25g 25%
56039190 Other non-woven fabrics of ≤25g per square meter 25%
56050000 Metal-containing yarn 25%
56060000 Rope and thick spiral thread 25%
56090000 Use yarn, flat bar, rope, cable, cable to make other items 25%
57011000 Wool knot woven carpet and other flooring products 25%
57019020 Silk knotted woven carpet and floor coverings 25%
57021000 Hand-woven rugs such as "Kellym" 25%
57023200 Unfinished chemical fiber piled carpet and flooring products 25%
57024200 Made of chemical fiber piled carpet and floor coverings 25%
57029100 Made of non-trimmed carpet and floor coverings 25%
57029200 Made of chemical fiber non-raised carpet and flooring products 25%
57029900 Other textile materials made from non-textile carpets and flooring products 25%
57033000 Chemical fiber tufted carpet and other tufted flooring products 25%
58011000 Wool pile fabric and chenille fabric 25%
58012200 Cut velvet cotton corduroy 25%
58012710 Cotton, non-cut piled fabric (ribbed silk) 25%
58012720 Cotton cut piled pile fabric 25%
58013100 Non-cut woven woven fabric 25%
58013200 Cut pile of chemical fiber corduroy 25%
58013300 Other chemical fiber weft fabric 25%
58019010 Silk and crepe fabrics, pile fabrics and chenille fabrics 25%
58019090 Fleece fabric and chenille fabric made of other materials 25%
58023040 Chemical fiber tufted fabric 25%
58041020 Cotton mesh gauze and other mesh fabrics 25%
58041030 Chemical fiber mesh gauze and other mesh fabrics 25%
58042100 Chemical fiber lace 25%
58042920 Cotton lace 25%
58061010 Cotton or linen narrow pile fabric and chenille fabric 25%
58062000 Narrow fabric with elastic yarn ≥5% 25%
58063100 Other narrow woven fabrics made of cotton 25%
58063990 Other narrow woven fabrics made of other materials 25%
58071000 Woven non-embroidered textile material labels, badges, etc. 25%
58081000 Tapes 25%
58089000 Non-embroidered straps, tassels, pompons 25%
58101000 Embroidery without a base fabric 25%
58109200 Chemical fiber fabric 25%
58109900 Other textile materials, see the bottom fabric embroidery 25%
59011020 Chemical fiber textile coated with glue or starch 25%
59019010 Made canvas 25%



59019091 Cotton or linen tracing cloth, hard lining in caps, etc. 25%
59019099 Other textile fiber tracing cloth, hard lining in cap, etc. 25%
59021010 Polyester-6 (nylon-6) cord fabric 25%
59021020 Polyester-6,6 (nylon-6,6) cord fabric 25%
59021090 Other high-strength yarn fabrics made of nylon 25%
59029000 Viscose fiber high-strength yarn cord fabric 25%
59031020 Artificial leather impregnated with PVC 25%
59032020 Artificial leather impregnated with polyurethane 25%
59032090 Other textiles impregnated and coated with polyurethane 25%
59061010 Rubberized rubber tape with width ≤20cm 25%
59069100 Knitted or crocheted textile treated with rubber 25%
59069910 Treat other wide insulating cloth or tape with rubber 25%
59070010 Insulating cloth or tape dipped or coated with other materials 25%
59111090 Other clothing such as rubberized clothing and textile fabrics for special technical use 25%
60011000 Knitted or crocheted plush fabric 25%
60012100 Cotton knit or crocheted loop pile fabric 25%
60019100 Cotton knit or crocheted pile fabric 25%
60019200 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted pile fabric 25%
60019900 Other fiber knitted or crocheted pile fabric 25%
60029030 Knitting or crocheting of synthetic fibers with rubber thread ≤ 30cm wide 25%
60029090 Knitting and crocheting of other textile materials with rubber width ≤ 30cm 25%
60032000 Width ≤ 30cm Other cotton knit, crocheted fabric 25%
60033000 Knitting and crocheting fabrics made of synthetic fibers, width ≤ 30cm 25%
60041010 Width > 30cm, elastic yarn ≥ 5% cotton knit, crochet 25%
60041030 Width > 30cm, elastic yarn ≥ 5% synthetic fiber knitted, crocheted fabric 25%
60041040 Threads >30cm, elastic yarn ≥5% knitted fabric, crocheted fabric 25%
60041090 Width > 30cm, elastic yarn ≥ 5% other textile materials, knitted, crocheted 25%
60049010 Width >30cm cotton knit and crocheted fabric with rubber thread 25%
60049030 Wide >30cm synthetic fiber knit, crocheted fabric with rubber thread 25%
60049040 Knitted, crocheted fabric of man-made fibers with a width of >30cm 25%
60049090 Knitted, crocheted fabrics of other textile materials with width >30cm 25%
60053500 Synthetic fiber warp knits for antimalarial webs listed in Note 1 of this chapter 25%
60053700 Other warp knitted fabrics made of dyed synthetic fibers (ex6005.3200) 25%
60053800 Other warp knitted fabrics made of other synthetic yarns (ex6005.3300) 25%
60054200 Other warp knitted fabrics made of dyed rayon 25%
60054300 Other warp knitted fabrics made of yarn-dyed rayon 25%
60059090 Other textile material warp knit 25%
60061000 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of wool or fine animal hair 25%
60062100 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics, unbleached or bleached 25%
60062200 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of dyed cotton 25%
60062300 Other knitted and crocheted fabrics made of yarn-dyed cotton 25%
60062400 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics of printed cotton 25%
60063100 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics of unbleached or bleached synthetic fibres 25%
60063200 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of dyed synthetic fibers 25%
60063300 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of yarn-dyed synthetic fibers 25%
60063400 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of printed synthetic fibers 25%
60064200 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of dyed rayon 25%
60064300 Other knitted or crocheted fabrics made of yarn-dyed rayon 25%
60069000 Unlisted knit, crocheted 25%
61012000 Cotton knit or crocheted men's overcoat, windbreaker 25%
61013000 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted men's coats, etc. 25%
61019090 Knitted or crocheted men's overcoats and windbreakers of other textile materials 25%
61022000 Cotton knit or crocheted women's coats, windbreakers 25%
61023000 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted women's coats, etc. 25%
61033100 Wool knitted or crocheted men's tops 25%
61033200 Cotton knit or crocheted men's tops 25%
61033300 Synthetic knitted or crocheted men's tops 25%
61033900 Knitted or crocheted men's tops, of other textile materials 25%
61034100 Wool knitted or crocheted men's trousers, overalls, etc. 25%
61034200 Cotton knit or crocheted men's trousers, overalls, etc. 25%
61034300 Synthetic knitted or crocheted men's trousers, etc. 25%
61034900 Other textile materials, such as knitted or crocheted men's trousers, etc. 25%
61042200 Cotton knit or crochet women's casual suit 25%
61043100 Wool knitted blouse 25%
61043200 Cotton knit blouse 25%
61043300 Synthetic knitted blouse 25%
61043900 Knitted blouses made of other textile materials 25%
61044100 Wool knitted or crocheted dress 25%



61044200 Cotton knit or crocheted dress 25%
61044300 Synthetic knit or crocheted dress 25%
61044400 Men's silk knit or crocheted dress 25%
61044900 Knitted or crocheted dresses of other textile materials 25%
61045100 Wool knitted or crocheted skirts and skirts 25%
61045200 Cotton knit skirt and culottes 25%
61045300 Synthetic knit or crochet skirt and skirt 25%
61045900 Knitted or crocheted skirts and culottes of other textile materials 25%
61046100 Wool knitted or crocheted women's trousers, overalls, etc. 25%
61046200 Cotton knit or crochet women's trousers, overalls, etc. 25%
61046300 Synthetic knitted or crocheted women's trousers, etc. 25%
61046900 Knitted or crocheted women's trousers, etc., made of other textile materials 25%
61051000 Cotton knit or crocheted men's shirt 25%
61052000 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted men's shirt 25%
61059000 Knitted or crocheted men's shirts made of other textile materials 25%
61061000 Cotton knit or crochet blouse 25%
61062000 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted blouse 25%
61069000 Knitted or crocheted blouses made of other textile materials 25%
61071100 Cotton knit or crocheted men's underwear and briefs 25%
61071990 Knitted or crocheted men's underwear and briefs made of other textile materials 25%
61079910 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted men's bathrobes, dressing gowns 25%
61079990 Other textile materials, knitted or crocheted, men's bathrobes, dressing gowns 25%
61082100 Cotton knit or crocheted briefs and panties 25%
61082200 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted briefs and panties 25%
61083100 Cotton knit or crocheted pajamas and sleepwear 25%
61083200 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted pajamas and sleepwear 25%
61089100 Cotton knit or crocheted women's bathrobes, dressing gowns 25%
61089200 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted women's bathrobes, dressing gowns 25%
61091000 Cotton knit or crochet T-shirts, sweatshirts, etc. 25%
61099010 Knitted or crocheted silk and silk t-shirts, sweatshirts, etc. 25%
61099090 Knitted or crocheted t-shirts, sweatshirts, etc., of other textile materials 25%
61101100 Wool knitted or crocheted pullovers, etc. 25%
61101910 Other goat fine-knit knitted or crocheted pullovers, etc. 25%
61101990 Other wool knitted or crocheted pullovers, etc. 25%
61102000 Cotton knit or crochet pullover, etc. 25%
61103000 Chemical fiber knitted or crocheted pullovers, etc. 25%
61109010 Silk and silk knitted or crocheted pullovers, etc. 25%
61109090 Knitted or crocheted pullovers, etc., of other textile materials 25%
61112000 Cotton knit or crocheted baby clothing and accessories 25%
61113000 Synthetic knitted baby clothing and accessories 25%
61121100 Cotton knit or crocheted sportswear 25%
61121200 Synthetic knitted or crocheted sportswear 25%
61121900 Knitted or crocheted sportswear made of other textile materials 25%
61124100 Synthetic knitted or crocheted women's swimwear 25%
61124900 Knitted or crocheted women's swimwear made of other textile materials 25%
61130000 Coated knitted or crocheted garments 25%
61142000 Cotton knit or crocheted other clothing 25%
61143000 Other clothing made of chemical fiber knitted or crocheted 25%
61149010 Other garments knitted or crocheted 25%
61149090 Other garments, knitted or crocheted, of other textile materials 25%
61152100 Monofilament <67 decitex, pantyhose, etc. 25%
61152200 Monofilament ≥ 67 decitex, pantyhose, etc. 25%
61152990 Knitted pantyhose and tights from other textile materials 25%
61153000 Monofilament <67 points special knitted or crocheted stockings 25%
61159500 Cotton knit or crocheted socks and other hosiery 25%
61159600 Synthetic knitted or crocheted socks and other hosiery 25%
61161000 Plastic or rubber-impregnated knitted or crocheted gloves 25%
61169300 Other knitted or crocheted gloves made of synthetic fabric 25%
61171011 Cashmere shawls, headscarves, scarves, veil, veil and the like 25%
61171019 Other animal fine hair shawls, headscarves, scarves, drapes, veil and the like 25%
61171020 Wool shawls, headscarves, scarves, drapes, veil and the like 25%
61171090 Other shawls, headscarves, scarves, drapes, veil and the like 25%
61178010 Knitted or crocheted tie and bow tie 25%
61178090 Knitting or crocheting other accessories 25%
61179000 Other knitted or crocheted parts 25%
62011310 Chemical fiber men's down jacket 25%
62011390 Men's coats, cloaks and similar products made of synthetic fibres 25%
62011900 Men's overcoats, cloaks and similar articles of other textile materials 25%



62019100 Men's hooded hood, cold jacket, windbreaker 25%
62019210 Cotton men's other down jacket 25%
62019290 Cotton men's hooded jacket, cold jacket, windbreaker 25%
62019310 Chemical fiber men's other down jacket 25%
62019390 Chemical fiber men's cold jacket, windbreaker 25%
62019900 Men's winter jackets and windbreakers made of other textile materials 25%
62021310 Chemical fiber women's down jacket 25%
62021390 Women's coats, cloaks and similar products made of chemical fiber 25%
62021900 Women's overcoats, cloaks and similar articles of other textile materials 25%
62029100 Wool women's hooded jacket, cold jacket, windbreaker 25%
62029290 Cotton women's hood with cold jacket and windbreaker 25%
62029310 Chemical fiber women's other down jacket 25%
62029390 Chemical fiber women's windbreaker, etc. 25%
62029900 Windbreakers, windproof jackets, etc. made of other textile materials 25%
62031990 Men's suits made of other textile materials 25%
62032200 Cotton men's casual wear suit 25%
62032300 Synthetic men's casual wear suit 25%
62033200 Cotton men's shirt 25%
62033300 Men's shirt with synthetic fiber 25%
62033910 Silk and silk men's tops 25%
62033990 Men's tops, of other textile materials 25%
62034100 Men's trousers, overalls, etc. 25%
62034290 Cotton men's trousers, overalls, etc. 25%
62034390 Men's trousers, overalls, etc. 25%
62034990 Boy's trousers and overalls made of other textile materials 25%
62043200 Cotton blouse 25%
62043300 Synthetic women's tops 25%
62043910 Silk and silk women's tops 25%
62043990 Women's tops, of other textile materials 25%
62044100 Fur dress 25%
62044200 Cotton dress 25%
62044300 Synthetic women's dress 25%
62044400 Men's women's dress 25%
62044910 Silk and silk dress 25%
62044990 Other textile material dresses 25%
62045100 Fur skirt and culottes 25%
62045200 Cotton skirt and skirt 25%
62045300 Synthetic skirt and skirt 25%
62045910 Silk and silk skirts and culottes 25%
62045990 Skirts and culottes of other textile materials 25%
62046100 Women's trousers, overalls, etc. 25%
62046200 Cotton women's trousers, overalls, etc. 25%
62046300 Women's trousers, overalls, etc. 25%
62046900 Women's trousers, overalls, etc. for other textile materials 25%
62052000 Cotton men's shirt 25%
62053000 Chemical fiber male shirt 25%
62059010 Silk and silk men's shirts 25%
62059020 Wool men's shirt 25%
62059090 Men's shirts made of other textile materials 25%
62061000 Silk and silk blouse 25%
62062000 Wool blouse 25%
62063000 Cotton blouse 25%
62064000 Chemical fiber blouse 25%
62071100 Cotton men's underwear and briefs 25%
62072100 Cotton men's pajamas and sleepwear 25%
62079100 Cotton men's bathrobes, dressing gowns and the like 25%
62079920 Chemical fiber men's bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar products 25%
62081100 Chemical fiber long slips and slips 25%
62082100 Cotton women's pajamas and sleepwear 25%
62082200 Chemical fiber women's pajamas and sleepwear 25%
62082910 Women's pajamas and sleepwear made of silk and silk 25%
62089100 Cotton women's vest. Underwear. Bathrobe and similar products 25%
62089200 Women's vests, underwear and similar products made of chemical fiber 25%
62089990 Women's vests, underwear and similar textile materials 25%
62092000 Cotton baby clothes and accessories 25%
62093000 Synthetic baby clothing and accessories 25%
62101020 Cotton or linen felt or non-woven clothing 25%
62102000 Men's coats made of plastic, rubber, etc. 25%



62104000 Other men's clothing made of fabric treated with plastic, rubber, etc. 25%
62105000 Other women's clothing made of fabric treated with plastic, rubber, etc. 25%
62111100 Men's swimming suit 25%
62111200 Women's swimming suit 25%
62112090 Ski clothing made of other textile materials 25%
62113220 Cotton men's sportswear 25%
62113310 Chemical fiber male attire 25%
62113320 Chemical fiber men's sportswear 25%
62113390 Other men's clothing made of chemical fiber 25%
62113920 Men's sportswear and other clothing 25%
62113990 Men's sportswear and other clothing made of other textile materials 25%
62114210 Cotton women's sportswear 25%
62114290 Cotton other women's clothing 25%
62114310 Chemical fiber women's sportswear 25%
62114390 Other women's clothing made of chemical fiber 25%
62114910 Women's sportswear and other clothing made of silk and silk 25%
62114990 Women's sportswear and other clothing made of other textile materials 25%
62121010 Chemical fiber bra 25%
62121090 Bras made of other textile materials 25%
62122010 Chemical fiber belt and belt 25%
62122090 Other textile materials, belts and belts 25%
62123010 Chemical fiber corset 25%
62123090 Corsets made of other textile materials 25%
62129010 Chemical fiber suspenders, garters, etc. 25%
62132090 Other cotton handkerchiefs 25%
62139090 Handbags made of other textile materials 25%
62143000 Synthetic shawls, headscarves and the like 25%
62149000 Other textile materials, shawls, headscarves and the like 25%
62151000 Silk and silk tie and bow tie 25%
62152000 Chemical fiber tie and bow tie 25%
62159000 Ties and bow ties from other textile materials 25%
62160000 Non-knit non-crocheted gloves 25%
62171010 Non-knit non-crocheted socks and socks 25%
62171090 Non-knit non-crocheted clothing or accessories 25%
62179000 Non-knitted non-crocheted clothing or clothing parts 25%
63013000 Cotton blankets and travel blankets 25%
63014000 Synthetic fiber blankets and travel blankets 25%
63019000 Other textile materials, blankets and travel blankets 25%
63022110 Cotton printed sheets 25%
63022190 Cotton printed bed fabric products 25%
63022290 Chemical fiber printing bed fabric products 25%
63022910 Silk and silk fabric printing bed fabric products 25%
63023191 Cotton other sheets 25%
63023199 Cotton other bed fabric products 25%
63023921 Other bed fabrics for linen embroidery 25%
63025190 Other tablecloth fabrics made of cotton 25%
63025390 Other textile fabric products for tableware 25%
63026010 Cotton bath towel 25%
63026090 Cotton wash and kitchen towel fabric 25%
63029100 Other cotton and kitchen fabric products 25%
63029300 Other washing and kitchen fabric products made of chemical fiber 25%
63039100 Cotton non-knit non-crocheted curtains, etc. 25%
63039900 Non-knitted non-crocheted curtains made of other textile materials 25%
63041129 Non-hand knitted bed cover 25%
63041929 Cotton or other non-knitted non-crocheted bedspreads 25%
63049129 Other decorative products that are not hand-knitted 25%
63049210 Cotton non-knitted, non-crocheted other embroidered decorative products 25%
63052000 Cotton goods bag 25%
63053200 Bulk cargo storage and soft bag made of chemical fiber 25%
63053300 Other cargo bags made of polyethylene or polypropylene flat strips 25%
63059000 Other textile material packaging bags 25%
63061200 Synthetic fiber oil crepe, canopy and awning 25%
63062200 Synthetic tent 25%
64021200 Rubber, plastic bottom and ski boots 25%
64021900 Rubber, plastic bottom and other sports boots 25%
64022000 a rubber or plastic shoe that embellishes a shoe noodle strip on a sole 25%
64029100 Other rubber and plastic boots (over) 25%
64029910 Other rubber and plastic footwear for rubber uppers 25%



64029929 Other rubber and plastic footwear for plastic uppers 25%
64031900 Other sports shoes with leather uppers 25%
64035111 Short leather boots with leather outsole lower than the inner length of the calf <24cm (over) 25%
64035119 Short leather boots with leather outsole lower than the inner length of the calf ≥24cm (over) 25%
64035199 Other leather outsole leather short boots with inner length ≥24cm (over) 25%
64035900 Leather outsole leather upper boots 25%
64039111 Other leather boots with an inner sole length <24cm below the calf (over) 25%
64039119 Other leather boots with an inner bottom length of ≥24cm below the calf (over) 25%
64039191 Other leather face short boots with inner length <24cm (over) 25%
64039199 Other leather face short boots with inner length ≥24cm (over) 25%
64039900 Other shoes with leather facing 25%
64041100 Sports shoes with uppers made of textile materials 25%
64041910 Rubber or plastic outsole slippers 25%
64041990 Other footwear for the soles of textile materials 25%
64052000 Other footwear for textile materials 25%
64059010 Shoes made of rubber, plastic, leather and other materials made of recycled leather outsole 25%
64059090 Other materials made of other materials, outsole, footwear 25%
64061000 Upper and its parts, except for hard lining 25%
64062010 Rubber outsole and heel 25%
64062020 Plastic outsole and heel 25%
64069091 Movable insole, heel pad and the like 25%
64069092 Leggings, leggings and similar parts and parts thereof 25%
65050010 Hair net 25%
65050020 Crocheted cap 25%
65050099 Caps made of knitted or woven fabric 25%
65069990 Unnamed caps made of other materials 25%
66019100 Folding umbrella 25%
66019900 Other umbrella 25%
66020000 Walking stick, walking stick, whip and the like 25%
66032000 Umbilical bone 25%
66039000 Other parts and accessories for umbrellas, canes and whip 25%
67029020 Silk or silk, flowers, leaves, fruits and products 25%
67029090 Other materials, flowers, leaves, fruits and products 25%
67030000 Human hair and wig materials processed by combing, sparse, etc. 25%
67041900 Synthetic textile materials, other wigs, whiskers, etc. 25%
67049000 Wigs, eyebrows and similar materials made of other materials 25%
68022110 Marble with a flat surface 25%
68029110 Marble, travertine and wax stone carvings 25%
68029190 Other marble, travertine and wax stone and products 25%
68029390 Other processed forms of granite products 25%
68029910 Stone carving made of other stone 25%
68029990 Other stone and products 25%
68042290 Other stone grinding, stone 25%
68071000 Rolled asphalt or similar raw materials 25%
68079000 Other shapes of bitumen or similar raw materials 25%
68080000 Panels, slabs, tiles, bricks and the like 25%
68091100 Gypsum board, sheet, brick, tile and similar products not covered with paper veneers 25%
68099000 Other gypsum products 25%
68101910 Artificial stone bricks, tiles, flat stones and the like 25%
68101990 Other bricks, tiles, flat stones made of cement 25%
68109990 Other products made of cement, concrete or artificial stone 25%
68114020 Asbestos-containing sheets, boards, bricks, tiles and the like 25%
68118200 Asbestos-free sheets, boards, bricks, tiles and similar products 25%
68118990 Other products without asbestos 25%
68129100 Other clothing made of asbestos or asbestos 25%
68138100 Asbestos-free brake lining, brake pad 25%
68141000 Cohesive or replica mica plate, sheet, tape 25%
68149000 Other processed mica and its products 25%
68159100 Products containing magnesite, dolomite or chromite 25%
68159940 Basalt fiber and its products 25%
69010000 Siliceous fossil powder or bricks and tiles similar to silica 25%
69029000 Other refractory bricks and refractory ceramic building materials 25%
69072190 Large-sized veneer tiles, paving bricks, water absorption by weight does not exceed 0.5%, regardless of the 

moment shape, can not be placed into a square with a side length of less than 7 cm
25%

69072210 Small size veneer tiles, paving bricks, water absorption by weight is more than 0.5% but not more than 10% / 25%, 
no whether it is a rectangle or not, can be placed in a square with a side length of less than 7 cm.

25%



69072290 Large-sized veneer tiles, paving bricks, water absorption by weight is more than 0.5% but not more than 10% / 
25%, no whether it is a rectangle or not, it cannot be placed in a square with a side length of less than 7 cm.

25%

69072390 Large-sized veneer tiles, paving tiles, water absorption by weight exceeding 10% / 25%, whether rectangular or 
not, Unable to place a square with a side length of less than 7 cm

25%

69074090 Large-size facing ceramics, whether rectangular or not, cannot be placed in squares less than 7 cm in length 25%

69101000 Porcelain washbasin, bathtub and similar sanitary appliances 25%
69109000 Ceramic washbasin, bathtub and similar sanitary ware 25%
69111011 Bone china tableware 25%
69111019 Other tableware 25%
69111029 Other kitchen appliances 25%
69119000 Other household or wash porcelain 25%
69120010 Ceramic tableware 25%
69120090 Ceramic kitchen utensils 25%
69131000 Porcelain figurines and other decorative porcelain products 25%
69139000 Ceramic statues and other decorative ceramics 25%
70021000 Raw glass ball 25%
70023110 Waveguide grade quartz glass tube for optical fiber 25%
70031200 Cast, rolled colored non-wired glass sheets, sheets 25%
70042000 Drawn and blown colored glass sheets, sheets 25%
70053000 Wire float glass plate, sheet 25%
70060000 Glass with other processing tax number 70.03-70.05 25%
70071900 Other tempered safety glass 25%
70072900 Other laminated safety glass 25%
70080090 Other multi-layer insulation and sound insulation glass components 25%
70099200 Other framed glass mirrors (including rearview mirrors) 25%
70101000 Glass ampoule 25%
70102000 Glass stoppers, caps and similar sealers 25%
70109010 Glass container for shipment or preservation 25%
70109030 Glass container for shipment or preservation 25%
70109090 Glass special container for shipment or preservation 25%
70111000 Unsealed glass casing and glass parts for electric lamps 25%
70131000 Glass ceramic glassware 25%
70132200 Lead crystal goblet 25%
70132800 Other goblets 25%
70133300 Other lead crystal glasses 25%
70133700 Other glasses 25%
70134100 Lead crystal glass dining table, kitchen utensils 25%
70134900 Other glass dining tables, kitchen utensils 25%
70139100 Other lead crystal glassware 25%
70139900 Other glassware 25%
70140010 Optical element blank for optical instruments 25%
70140090 Other unprocessed signal glass 25%
70159010 Clock glass 25%
70159090 Other unprocessed glass of heading 7015 25%
70161000 Glass mosaic for inlay or decoration 25%
70169010 Floral lead window glass and similar products 25%
70181000 Glass beads, imitation pearls and similar small pieces of glass 25%
70182000 Glass beads with a diameter of ≤1mm 25%
70191200 Glass fiber roving 25%
70195200 Glass filament plain weave fabric of ≤250g per square meter 25%
70200011 Conductive glass 25%
71012290 Other processed cultured pearls 25%
71022100 Unprocessed or simply processed industrial diamonds 25%
71022900 Other industrial diamonds 25%
71023100 Unprocessed or simply processed non-industrial diamonds 25%
71023900 Other non-industrial diamonds 25%
71031000 Unprocessed or semi-precious stones 25%
71039100 Other processed rubies, sapphires, emeralds 25%
71039920 crystal 25%
71039990 Other gems or semi-precious stones processed by other processing 25%
71041000 Piezoelectric quartz 25%
71042090 Raw synthetic or reconstituted other gems or semi-precious stones 25%
71049012 Industrial sapphire 25%
71049099 Other non-industrial synthetic other gemstones or semi-precious stones 25%
71059000 Natural or synthetic gemstone or semi-precious stone powder 25%
71061011 Non-flaky silver powder with an average particle size of less than 3 microns 25%



71069110 Unwrought silver with a purity of 99.99% or more 25%
71069190 Other unwrought silver 25%
71069210 Semi-finished silver with a purity of 99.99% or more 25%
71081300 Non-monetary semi-finished gold 25%
71090000 Gold-coated material based on base metal or silver 25%
71101100 Unwrought or powdered platinum 25%
71101910 Plate, platy platinum 25%
71102100 Unwrought or powdered palladium 25%
71103100 Unwrought or powdered 25%
71103910 Plate, flaky 25%
71104100 Iridium,osmium and ruthenium ,unwrought or in powder form 25%
71104910 Plate, slab, sputum, sputum 25%
71104990 Other Iridium,osmium and ruthenium, in semimanufactured forms 25%
71110000 Platinum-plated material based on base metal, silver or gold 25%
71131190 Other silver jewelry and its parts 25%
71131991 Other precious metal jewellery with diamonds and parts thereof 25%
71131999 Other precious metal jewellery and parts thereof 25%
71132010 Precious metal jewellery in base metal with diamonds 25%
71132090 Other precious metal jewellery based on base metal 25%
71141900 Other precious metal gold and silver parts and parts 25%
71161000 Natural or cultured pearl products 25%
71162000 Gemstone or semi-precious stone 25%
71171100 Cuffed metal cufflinks and buckles 25%
71171900 Other base metal imitation jewelry 25%
71179000 Imitation jewellery 25%
72015000 Alloy pig iron, mirror iron 25%
72021900 Ferromanganese, carbon content ≤ 2% 25%
72022100 Ferrosilicon, silicon content ≥55% 25%
72024900 Ferrochrome, carbon content ≤ 4% 25%
72026000 Ferronickel 25%
72029100 Titanium iron and titanium ferrotitanium 25%
72029210 Ferrovanadium containing 75% or more vanadium by weight 25%
72029912 Neodymium iron boron magnetic powder 25%
72031000 Iron products directly reduced from iron ore 25%
72051000 Pig iron, mirror iron and steel particles 25%
72061000 Iron and non-alloy steel ingots 25%
72071100 Rectangular section billet with width < twice the thickness, C<0.25% 25%
72071900 Other billets with carbon content <0.25% 25%
72081000 Rolled pattern hot rolled coil 25%
72082500 Thickness ≥ 4.75mm Other pickled hot rolled coil 25%
72082690 Other 3mm≤Thickness <4.75mm Other pickled hot rolled coil 25%
72082710 Other pickled hot rolled coils with thickness <1.5mm 25%
72082790 Other pickled hot rolled coils of other thickness <3mm 25%
72083910 Other hot rolled coils with thickness <1.5mm 25%
72083990 Other hot rolled coils of other thickness <3mm 25%
72085110 Other hot rolled non-coil with thickness >50mm 25%
72085120 Other hot rolled non-coiled materials with thickness > 20mm but not exceeding 50 mm 25%
72085190 Other hot rolled non-coil other thickness >10mm 25%
72085200 Hot rolled non-coiled material of 4.75mm≤thickness ≤10mm 25%
72085410 Hot rolled non-coil with thickness <1.5mm 25%
72085490 Other hot rolled non-coil with thickness <3mm 25%
72089000 Other hot rolled iron or non-alloy steel wide flat rolled products 25%
72091590 Other cold rolled coils with thickness ≥3mm 25%
72091610 Cold rolled coil with a yield strength greater than 275 N/mm2 and 1 mm<thickness <3 mm 25%
72091690 Other cold rolled coils with 1mm<thickness <3mm 25%
72091710 Cold rolled coil with a yield strength greater than 275 N/mm 2 and 0.5 mm ≤ thickness ≤ 1 mm 25%
72091790 Other cold rolled coils with 0.5mm≤thickness ≤1mm 25%
72091890 Other cold rolled coils with thickness <0.5mm 25%
72092700 Cold rolled non-coil material with 0.5mm≤thickness ≤1mm 25%
72092800 Cold rolled non-coil with thickness <0.5mm 25%
72099000 Other cold rolled iron or non-alloy steel wide flat rolled products 25%
72103000 Galvanized iron or non-alloy steel wide sheet 25%
72104900 Other galvanized iron or non-alloy steel wide plates 25%
72105000 Chrome-plated iron or non-alloy steel wide sheet 25%
72106100 Iron-wide flat sheet material plated or coated with aluminum-zinc alloy 25%
72106900 Other plated or aluminized iron wide flat rolled products 25%
72107010 Iron or non-alloy having a thickness of less than 1.5 mm painted or coated with a width of 600 mm or more Steel 

flat rolled material, coated, coated or coated
25%



72107090 Other lacquered or coated flat rolled sheets of iron or non-alloy steel having a width of 600 mm or more, Coated, 
coated or coated

25%

72112900 Cold rolled other iron or non-alloy steel narrow plates 25%
72142000 Hot processing of strips and rods with rolled patterns 25%
72143000 Hot working of free-cutting steel bars and rods 25%
72149900 Hot processing other bars and rods 25%
72151000 Cold working other free cutting steel bars and rods 25%
72155000 Other bars or rods for cold or cold forming 25%
72159000 Other bars and rods of iron and non-alloy steel 25%
72161090 Section height <80mmU steel 25%
72162100 Hot working section height <80mm angle steel 25%
72162200 Hot working section height <80mm T-shaped steel 25%
72163100 Hot working section height ≥80mm channel steel 25%
72163210 I-beams with a section height of more than 200 mm 25%
72163290 Hot working section height ≥80mm I-beam 25%
72163319 Section height ≥200mmH steel 25%
72163390 Other section height ≥80mmH steel 25%
72164010 Hot working section height ≥ 80mm angle steel 25%
72165090 Hot processing of other angles, profiles and profiles 25%
72166900 Cold working other angles, profiles and profiles 25%
72169100 Cold working other sheet angles, profiles and profiles 25%
72171000 Uncoated or coated iron or non-alloy steel wire 25%
72172000 Plated or galvanized iron or non-alloy steel wire 25%
72173010 Plated or copper coated wire and non-alloy wire 25%
72173090 Iron or non-alloy steel wire plated or coated with other base metals 25%
72189100 Stainless steel semi-finished product with rectangular cross section 25%
72189900 Other stainless steel semi-finished products 25%
72191100 Thickness >10mm hot rolled stainless steel coil 25%
72191200 4.75mm≤thickness ≤10mm hot rolled stainless steel coil 25%
72191319 Other stainless steel coils with a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4.75 mm without pickling board 25%

72191329 Other pickled stainless steel coils with a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4.75 mm 25%
72191419 Other stainless steel coils that are not pickled with a thickness of less than 3 mm 25%
72192200 4.75mm≤thickness≤10mm hot rolled stainless steel plate 25%
72192300 3mm≤thickness<4.75mm hot rolled stainless steel plate 25%
72192430 Thickness <0.5mm hot rolled stainless steel plate 25%
72193200 3mm≤thickness<4.75mm cold rolled stainless steel sheet 25%
72193390 Other 1mm<thickness<3mm cold rolled stainless steel sheet 25%
72193400 0.5mm ≤ thickness ≤ 1mm cold rolled stainless steel sheet 25%
72201100 Hot rolled stainless steel strip thickness ≥ 4.75mm 25%
72202020 Cold rolled stainless steel strip with a thickness of 0.35 mm or less 25%
72202040 Cold rolled stainless steel strip with a thickness of 3 mm or more 25%
72210000 Stainless steel hot rolled strip, rod 25%
72221900 Hot processing other cross-section stainless steel bars 25%
72230000 Stainless steel wire 25%
72241000 Other alloy ingots and other primary shapes 25%
72249090 Other alloy billets 25%
72251100 Oriented silicon electric steel wide plate 25%
72251900 Other silicon electric steel wide board 25%
72253000 ≥600mm width, other alloy steel coils 25%
72254010 Tool steel 25%
72254091 Boron-containing alloy steel 25%
72255000 Cold-rolled other alloy steel sheets with width ≥600mm 25%
72259100 Galvanized other alloy steel wide flat rolled products 25%
72259200 Other plated or zinc coated other alloy steel wide plates 25%
72259990 Other alloy steel flat rolled products with width ≥600mm 25%
72262000 High speed steel flat rolled material with width <600mm 25%
72269110 Tool steel 25%
72269191 Boron-containing alloy steel 25%
72269199 Other alloy steel flat rolled products without further processing except hot rolling, width less than 600 mm 25%

72269910 Galvanized other alloy steel narrow flat rolled products 25%
72279010 Other alloy steel hot-rolled strips and rods of irregular coils made of boron-containing alloy steel 25%

72281000 Other high speed steel strips and rods 25%
72282000 Strips and rods of other silicon-manganese steel 25%
72283010 Other strips and rods made of boron-containing alloy steel, except for hot rolling, hot drawing or hot extrusion, 

without further processing
25%



72283090 Other bars and rods are not further processed except hot rolling, hot drawing or hot extrusion 25%
72284000 Other alloy steel forged bars and rods 25%
72285000 Cold-formed or cold-worked bars and rods of other alloy steels 25%
72286000 Other alloy steel bars and rods 25%
72287090 Other alloy steel angles, profiles and profiles 25%
72292000 Silicon manganese steel wire 25%
72299090 Other alloy steel wire 25%
73011000 Steel sheet pile 25%
73012000 Welded steel angles, profiles and profiles 25%
73021000 Rail 25%
73029090 Steel materials for railroad tracks in other railways 25%
73030090 Other cast iron pipes and hollow profiles 25%
73041910 Non-stainless steel or natural gas casings with an outer diameter of 215.9 mm or more but not exceeding 406.4 

mm"
25%

73041930 Shaped section welded pipe" 25%
73041990 Other iron or non-alloy round-section welded tubes with an outer diameter of more than 10 mm 25%
73042400 Round section welded pipe of other alloy steel 25%
73042910 Steel butt weldment not listed 25%
73043110 Steel doors and windows and their frames, thresholds 25%
73043910 Other steel structures and components 25%
73044110 Volume 50-300L steel container 25%
73044990 Cans and cans 25%
73045190 Non-insulated steel strands, ropes, cables 25%
73045990 Stainless steel woven fabric 25%
73051100 Cross-welded or galvanized fine steel wire mesh 25%
73053100 Other steel mesh, fence and grille 25%
73061900 Mesh steel plate 25%
73063011 Other roller chains 25%
73063090 Japanese word chain 25%
73065000 Other welding chain 25%
73079300 Unlisted chain 25%
73083000 Non-hinged chain parts 25%
73089000 Other wood screws 25%
73101000 Other pins 25%
73102110 Leaf springs and reeds for railway vehicles 25%
73121000 Other springs for railway vehicles 25%
73141400 Household stoves that can use gaseous fuel 25%
73143100 Other non-electric household appliances 25%
73144900 Non-electric household appliance parts 25%
73145000 Non-electrical steel central heating radiator 25%
73151190 Household cast iron enamels such as dining tables and kitchens 25%
73158100 Household stainless steel appliances such as dining tables and kitchens 25%
73158200 Other steel enamels for dining tables, kitchens, etc. 25%
73158900 Other steel appliances for dining tables, kitchens, etc. 25%
73159000 Cast iron bathtub 25%
73181200 Other steel bathtub 25%
73194090 Other non-forgeable cast iron products 25%
73201010 Non-industrial unlisted malleable cast iron products 25%
73209010 Unrefined copper, copper anode for electrolytic refining 25%
73211100 Cathode refined copper with a copper content exceeding 99.9935% by weight 25%
73218900 Other cathode refined copper 25%
73219000 Refined copper billet 25%
73221900 Unwrought copper-zinc alloy (brass) 25%
73239200 Copper mother alloy 25%
73239300 Other copper alloy flake powder 25%
73239490 Other refined copper bars, rods and profiles and profiles 25%
73239900 Straightness is not more than 0.5 mm / m copper-zinc alloy strip, rod 25%
73242100 Other copper-zinc alloy strips and rods 25%
73242900 Other brass strips, rods and profiles and profiles 25%
73251090 Refined copper wire with a maximum cross-section size >6mm 25%
73259990 Refined copper wire with cross-section size ≤6mm 25%
74020000 Copper nickel zinc lead alloy (lead German silver) wire 25%
74031111 Other coiled copper plates, sheets and strips with a thickness exceeding 0.15mm 25%
74031119 Other refined copper plates, sheets, belts 25%
74031300 Rolled brass plates, sheets, tapes 25%
74032100 Other brass plates, sheets, belts 25%
74050000 Rolled bronze plates, sheets, tapes 25%
74062090 Other bronze plates, sheets, belts 25%



74071090 White copper or German silver plate, sheet, belt 25%
74072111 Unlined copper foil 25%
74072119 Copper clad laminate for printed circuit 25%
74072190 Other refined copper foil with backing 25%
74081100 Backed white copper or German silver copper foil 25%
74081900 Other copper alloy foil with backing 25%
74082210 Refined copper tube with inner (outer) threads or fins with an outer diameter of 25 mm or less 25%
74091190 Other refined copper tubes with an outer diameter of 25mm or less 25%
74091900 Refined copper tube with an outer diameter of more than 70mm 25%
74092100 Coiled brass tube 25%
74092900 Copper-zinc alloy (brass) tube 25%
74093100 White copper or German silver pipe fittings 25%
74093900 Non-insulated copper wire strands, cables, braids, etc. 25%
74094000 Household copper appliances and parts thereof 25%
74101100 Copper sanitary appliances and parts thereof 25%
74102110 Copper chain and its parts 25%
74102190 Copper spring 25%
74102210 Copper wire cloth (including endless belt) 25%
74102290 Nickel oxide sinter, other intermediate products of nickel 25%
74111011 The total amount of nickel and cobalt by weight is 99.99% or more, but the cobalt content does not exceed 

0.005%. Unalloyed nickel
25%

74111019 Other non-alloyed nickel 25%
74111020 Non-alloy nickel powder and flake powder 25%
74112110 Nickel wire cloth 25%
74112190 Industrial nickel wire mesh and grille 25%
74122010 Nickel anode for electroplating 25%
74130000 Uncalcined non-aluminum alloy containing 99.95% by weight or more of aluminum 25%
74181090 Other non-calcined non-aluminum alloy 25%
74182000 Unwrought aluminum alloy 25%
74191000 Flaky aluminum powder 25%
74199920 Non-alloy aluminum profiles and profiles 25%
74199930 Pure aluminum thick wire 25%
75012090 Pure aluminum filament 25%
75021010 Rectangular sheet strip of non-alloyed aluminum and plastic with a thickness of 0.3mm <0.36mm 25%

75021090 Other non-alloy aluminum rectangular aluminum strips with a thickness of 0.3mm <0.36mm 25%
75040010 Other plates, sheets and belts of pure aluminum rectangular 25%
75081010 Aluminum alloy rectangular aluminum strip with thickness <0.28mm 25%
75081080 Rectangular sheet strip of aluminum alloy and plastic compound with 0.35mm<thickness ≤0.4mm 25%

75089010 Other aluminum alloy rectangular strips with 0.35mm<thickness ≤0.4mm 25%
76011010 Uncalcined non-aluminum alloy containing 99.95% by weight or more of aluminum 25%
76011090 Other non-calcined non-aluminum alloy 25%
76012000 Unwrought aluminum alloy 25%
76032000 Flaky aluminum powder 25%
76041090 Non-alloy aluminum profiles and profiles 25%
76051100 Pure aluminum thick wire 25%
76051900 Pure aluminum filament 25%
76061121 Rectangular sheet strip of non-alloyed aluminum and plastic with a thickness of 0.3mm <0.36mm 25%

76061129 Other non-alloy aluminum rectangular aluminum strips with a thickness of 0.3mm <0.36mm 25%
76061199 Other plates, sheets and belts of pure aluminum rectangular 25%
76061220 Aluminum alloy rectangular aluminum strip with thickness <0.28mm 25%
76061251 Rectangular sheet strip of aluminum alloy and plastic compound with 0.35mm<thickness ≤0.4mm 25%

76061259 Other aluminum alloy rectangular strips with 0.35mm<thickness ≤0.4mm 25%
76069100 Non-rectangular plates, sheets and strips made of pure aluminum 25%
76071110 Unlined back foil with a thickness not exceeding 0.007 mm 25%
76071190 Unlined back foil without further processing after rolling 25%
76071900 Other unlined aluminum foil 25%
76081000 Pure aluminum tube 25%
76082010 Aluminum alloy tube with an outer diameter of not more than 10 cm 25%
76082091 Aluminum alloy tube with an outer diameter of more than 10 cm and a wall thickness of not more than 25 mm 25%

76121000 Aluminum hose container 25%
76129010 Aluminum cans and cans 25%
76151090 Household aluminum appliances and parts thereof 25%
78019100 Unwrought lead-bismuth alloy 25%



78019900 Other unleaded lead alloys 25%
78041900 Lead and lead alloy sheets, foils with thickness >0.2mm 25%
79011110 Uncalcined zinc containing 99.995% by weight or more of zinc by weight 25%
79012000 Unwrought zinc alloy 25%
79031000 Zinc end 25%
79040000 Zinc and zinc alloy strips, rods, profiles, filaments 25%
79070090 Other non-industrial zinc products 25%
80011000 Unwrought non-alloyed tin 25%
80012021 Solder containing less than 0.1% lead by weight 25%
80012029 Other solder 25%
80030000 Tin and tin alloy strips, rods, profiles, wires 25%
80070020 Tin and tin alloy plates, sheets and strips, thickness > 0.2mm 25%
80070090 Other tin products 25%
81029400 Unwrought molybdenum and molybdenum waste 25%
81029500 Forged rolled molybdenum rods, profiles, sheets with foil 25%
81029600 Molybdenum wire 25%
81032011 Tantalum powder with a bulk density of less than 2.2g/cm3 25%
81041100 Unwrought magnesium containing ≥99.8% magnesium 25%
81043000 Graded magnesium crumb, scraps, granules; powder 25%
81049020 Magnesium products 25%
81052090 Intermediate products and powders obtained from cobalt bismuth and other cobalt smelting 25%
81072000 Unwrought cadmium, powder 25%
81082021 Sponge titanium 25%
81101010 Unwrought 25%
81101020 Powders of antimony 25%
81110010 Unwrought manganese; manganese waste and scrap; powder 25%
81121200 Unwrought crucible, powder 25%
81129230 Unwrought indium, indium waste, powder 25%
81129910 Other germanium and articles thereof 25%
81129920 Vanadium and its products 25%
82013000 Mattocks, picks, hoes and rakes 25%
82015000 One-handed agricultural scissors such as pruning shears 25%
82016000 Hands-on operation of agricultural scissors 25%
82021000 Hand saw 25%
82023100 Circular saw blade with steel working parts 25%
82023910 Circular saw blade with natural or synthetic diamond, cubic boron nitride working parts 25%
82023990 Other circular saw blades, including parts 25%
82031000 Steel files, rafts and similar tools 25%
82042000 Interchangeable wrench sleeve 25%
82072010 Metal drawing or extrusion die with superhard parts 25%
82072090 Other metal drawing or extrusion die 25%
82073000 Forging or stamping tools 25%
82074000 Tapping tool 25%
82075090 Drilling tool with working parts of other materials 25%
82076010 Boring or reaming tool with super-hard material parts 25%
82076090 Other boring or reaming tools 25%
82077010 Milling tool with working parts made of natural or synthetic diamond or cubic boron nitride 25%
82077090 Other milling tools 25%
82081019 Other hard alloy metalworking machine knives and blades 25%
82082000 Woodworking machinery knives and blades 25%
82089000 Knives and blades for other machines or machinery 25%
82090010 Unassembled tool cermet plate 25%
82090021 Cermet bars and rods with a grain size of less than 0.8 μm 25%
82090029 Other tiling bars and rods for unassembled tools 25%
82090030 Unassembled tool with cermet cutter head 25%
82111000 Knife-based package 25%
82119100 Bladed fixed knife 25%
82119300 Replaceable blade cutter 25%
82119500 Metal shank 25%
82130000 Scissors, tailor scissors and similar products, scissors 25%
82142000 Manicure and pedicure tools (including nail files) 25%
82149000 Hair clippers, choppers and other mouthparts 25%
82151000 Complete set of kitchen or tableware with precious metal plating 25%
82159100 Non-set of precious metal kitchen or tableware 25%
82159900 Other non-kitchen kitchen or tableware 25%
83017000 key 25%
83021000 Hinge (folded leaf) 25%
83022000 Casters with enamel metal brackets 25%



83024100 Metal fittings and bases for construction 25%
83024200 Metal fittings and frame for furniture 25%
83026000 Automatic door closer 25%
83030000 Safe, cabinet, vault door 25%
83052000 Staples 25%
83062100 Precious metal-plated sculptures and other decorations 25%
83063000 Photo frames, picture frames and similar frames, mirrors 25%
84021900 Other steam boilers 25%
84029000 Parts of steam boilers and superheated water boilers 25%
84031010 Household type central heating hot water boiler 25%
84042000 Condenser for water and other steam power plants 25%
84049010 Central heating and hot water boiler auxiliary equipment parts 25%
84049090 Other auxiliary equipment parts 25%
84068110 40MW<steam turbine with output power ≤100MW 25%
84069000 Steam turbine parts 25%
84089092 14kw<power<132.39kw other diesel engines 25%
84099910 Other ship engine parts 25%
84101100 Turbine and water wheel with power ≤1000kw 25%
84134000 Concrete pump 25%
84135090 Other reciprocating drain pumps 25%
84136029 Other gear rotary pump 25%
84136039 Other vane rotary pump 25%
84136050 Radial piston pump 25%
84136060 Axial piston pump 25%
84141000 Vacuum pump 25%
84143011 Refrigerator and freezer compressor with power ≤0.4kw 25%
84143012 Refrigerator and freezer compressor with 0.4kw<power ≤5kw 25%
84143013 0.4kw<power ≤5kw air conditioner compressor 25%
84143090 Non-motor driven compressor 25%
84145120 Ventilation fan with power ≤125 watts 25%
84145130 Fan with a power of ≤125 watts and a rotating wind deflector 25%
84145193 Wall fan with power ≤ 125 watts 25%
84145199 Power ≤125 watts other fans, fans 25%
84145910 Other ceiling fans 25%
84145920 Other ventilation fan 25%
84145930 Centrifugal Fan 25%
84145990 Other fans, fans 25%
84146010 Range hood 25%
84146090 Hood or circulation hood with a maximum side length of ≤120cm 25%
84148030 Engine supercharger 25%
84159010 Air-conditioning parts such as cooling capacity ≤ 4 kcal/hour 25%
84162019 Other burners using gaseous fuels 25%
84162090 Furnace burner using powdered solid fuel 25%
84178090 Other non-electrical industrial furnaces and ovens 25%
84181010 Volume>500L refrigeration-freezing combination machine 25%
84181020 200L<volume ≤500L chilled freezing combination machine 25%
84182110 Volume >150L Compressed household refrigerator 25%
84182120 50L<volume ≤150L compressed household refrigerator 25%
84186120 Compressed heat pump, except for air conditioners in heading 8415 25%
84186190 Other heat pumps, except for air conditioners in heading 8415 25%
84186920 Other refrigeration unit 25%
84189100 Special furniture parts for refrigerating or freezing equipment 25%
84189992 Refrigeration temperature >-40°C, volume >500L Refrigeration equipment parts 25%
84191100 Gas fast water heater 25%
84193100 Agricultural product dryer 25%
84193200 Dryer for wood, pulp, paper or cardboard 25%
84194010 Clean tower 25%
84194020 Distillation tower 25%
84194090 Other distillation or distillation equipment 25%
84199010 Water heater parts 25%
84201000 Calender or other rolling machine 25%
84209100 Roller for calender or other rolling machine 25%
84211210 Centrifugal dryer with a dry weight of ≤10kg 25%
84211910 Dehydrator 25%
84211920 Solid-liquid separator 25%
84212191 Ship ballast water treatment equipment 25%
84212910 Other filter press 25%
84213910 Household gas filtration and purification machines and devices 25%



84213924 Electric bag composite dust collector 25%
84213929 Other dust collectors for industrial use 25%
84213940 Flue gas desulfurization device 25%
84221100 Household dishwasher 25%
84221900 Non-domestic dishwasher 25%
84223010 Beverage and liquid food bottled or canned equipment 25%
84223030 Other packaging machine 25%
84223090 Other filling and sealing machines 25%
84224000 Other packaging or packing machines 25%
84229010 Dishwasher parts 25%
84229020 Parts for beverage and liquid food bottling or filling equipment 25%
84229090 Tax ID 84.22 Other unlisted machine parts 25%
84231000 Weight scale, baby scale and household scale 25%
84232010 Electronic belt scale 25%
84232090 Scales for continuous weighing on other conveyor belts 25%
84233010 Quantitative packing scale 25%
84233020 Quantitative sorting scale 25%
84233030 Batching scale 25%
84233090 Other constant scales, material quantitative bagging or container scales 25%
84238110 Pricing scale with a maximum weighing of ≤30kg 25%
84238120 Spring balance with a maximum weighing of ≤30kg 25%
84238910 Other land balance 25%
84238920 Other track scale 25%
84244100 Portable sprayer for agriculture or gardening 25%
84248991 Boat washing machine 25%
84253990 Other non-electric winches and winches 25%
84254290 Lifting hydraulic hoist for vehicles 25%
84261120 Universal bridge crane 25%
84261930 Gantry crane 25%
84263000 Portal crane and seat jib crane 25%
84264910 Crawler crane 25%
84269900 Other lifting equipment 25%
84281090 Other lifts and dump cranes 25%
84283300 Other belt continuous cargo lifting, conveyor 25%
84283920 Roller-type elevators and conveyors for continuous cargo transport 25%
84289031 Stacking and reclaiming machinery 25%
84289039 Other handling machinery 25%
84289040 Handling robot 25%
84291190 Crawler bulldozer with power ≤235.36kw 25%
84294019 Other motorized roller 25%
84295212 Crawler excavator 25%
84304900 Non-self-propelled drilling or drilling machinery 25%
84305090 Other self-propelled unlisted machinery 25%
84306919 Engineering drilling rig with drill pipe diameter ≤3m 25%
84312010 The transaxle with its differential and its parts, listed in heading 84.27, whether or not fitted other transmission 

components
25%

84314100 Buckets, buckets, grabs and grippers 25%
84314390 Other drilling unit parts 25%
84314920 Driver axles with differentials for machinery listed in heading 84.26, 84.29, or 84.30 and their parts, whether or not 

equipped with other transmission parts
25%

84323129 Other no-till direct planters 25%
84323139 Other no-till direct transplant machines 25%
84324200 Fertilizer fertilizer application machine 25%
84329000 Site preparation or tillage machinery, rolling machine parts 25%
84335990 Other harvesters 25%
84342000 Dairy processing machine 25%
84382000 Machine for producing sweets, cocoa powder, chocolate 25%
84383000 Sugar machine 25%
84384000 Brewing machine 25%
84391000 Machine for making cellulose pulp 25%
84393000 Paper or cardboard rest machine 25%
84399900 Manufacturing or finishing machine parts for paper and cardboard 25%
84401010 Lock binding machine 25%
84401090 Other bookbinding machines 25%
84409000 Bookbinding machine parts 25%
84411000 Paper cutter 25%
84414000 Molded machine for pulp, paper or cardboard products 25%
84418090 Other machines for making pulp products and paper products 25%



84423021 Computer-to-plate equipment 25%
84423029 To plate making machines, appliances and equipment 25%
84423090 Other casting, plate making machines, appliances and equipment 25%
84424000 Casting, typesetting, parts for plate making machines 25%
84425000 Type, print, film and other parts 25%
84431700 Photogravure printing machine 25%
84431921 Rotary screen printing machine 25%
84431922 Flat screen printing machine 25%
84433110 Electrostatic photosensitive multifunction machine 25%
84433190 Other multi-function machine 25%
84433211 Dot matrix printer 25%
84433212 laser printer 25%
84433213 Inkjet Printers 25%
84433290 Other fax machines or typewriters that can be connected to the network 25%
84433990 Other independent teletypewriters 25%
84439190 Parts and accessories for traditional printing presses 25%
84439910 Auxiliary machine for digital printing equipment 25%
84439921 Thermal print head 25%
84439990 Parts for other printers, copiers, and fax machines 25%
84440040 Chemical fiber deformation machine 25%
84440050 Chemical fiber cutting machine 25%
84440090 Other chemical fiber extrusion, stretching, deformation or cutting machines 25%
84451190 Other textile fiber carding machines 25%
84453000 Parallel machine or twisting machine 25%
84454010 Automatic winder 25%
84454090 Other winders (including winders) or shakers 25%
84461000 Looms with woven fabric width ≤ 30cm 25%
84463050 Air jet loom with woven fabric width >30cm 25%
84471100 Circular knitting machine with cylinder diameter ≤165mm 25%
84471200 Circular knitting machine with cylinder diameter >165mm 25%
84472020 Flat weft knitting machine 25%
84481900 Other auxiliary machines listed in heading 84.44 to 84.47 25%
84482020 Spinneret or spinneret 25%
84482090 Fiber extruders and other accessories for auxiliary machines 25%
84483100 Wire clothing 25%
84483200 Other accessories for textile fiber pretreatment machines 25%
84483930 Air splicer 25%
84483990 Tax number 84.45 Other accessories for the machine 25%
84484200 Weaving machine with helium, heald and heald frame 25%
84484990 Other accessories for weaving machines and their auxiliary machines 25%
84485120 Spring needles, crochet needles and compound needles for knitting machines up to 28 25%
84485190 Sink, other knitting needles and looping parts 25%
84485900 Tax ID 84.47 Other accessories for machines 25%
84490010 Needle punching machine 25%
84501110 Pneumatic automatic washing machine with a drying capacity of ≤10kg 25%
84501120 Drum type automatic washing machine with a drying capacity of ≤10kg 25%
84501190 Other fully automatic washing machines with a drying capacity of ≤10kg 25%
84509010 Washing machine parts with a drying capacity of ≤10kg 25%
84511000 Dry cleaning machine 25%
84512100 Dryer with a drying capacity of ≤10kg 25%
84513000 Ironing machine and extruder (including melt press) 25%
84514000 Washing, bleaching or dyeing machine 25%
84521010 Multi-function household sewing machine 25%
84521091 Manual household sewing machine 25%
84522110 Non-home automatic sewing machine 25%
84522120 Non-home automatic overlock sewing machine 25%
84522130 Non-home automatic stretch sewing machine 25%
84522190 Other non-domestic automatic sewing machines 25%
84522900 Other non-domestic non-automatic sewing machines 25%
84523000 Sewing machine needle 25%
84529019 Other parts for household sewing machines 25%
84529099 Other parts for other sewing machines 25%
84531000 Rawhide, leather processing, tanning or processing machines 25%
84532000 Footwear making or repairing machine 25%
84539000 Parts of the machine listed in heading 84.53 25%
84542090 Other ingots and ladle for metal smelting and casting 25%
84549029 Other billet caster parts 25%
84561100 Processing machine for various materials processed by laser 25%



84562000 Machine tool for processing various materials with ultrasonic waves 25%
84563010 CNC machine tool for processing various materials with discharge 25%
84571010 Vertical Machining Center 25%
84571020 Horizontal machining center 25%
84571030 Gantry machining center 25%
84571091 Milling and turning composite machining center 25%
84572000 Single-station combined machine tool for processing metal 25%
84573000 Multi-station combined machine tool for processing metal 25%
84581100 CNC horizontal lathe for cutting metal 25%
84589110 Vertical CNC machine 25%
84589120 Other CNC machine tools 25%
84589900 Other lathes for cutting metal 25%
84592100 CNC drilling machine for cutting metal 25%
84592900 Other drilling machines for cutting metal 25%
84594100 CNC boring machine for cutting metal 25%
84594900 Other trampolines for cutting metal 25%
84596190 Other CNC milling machines for cutting metal 25%
84601210 CNC surface grinder with a positioning accuracy of at least 0.01 mm at either coordinate 25%
84601910 Other surface grinding at any coordinate with a positioning accuracy of at least 0.01 mm (8460.1900) bed 25%

84602210 CNC centerless grinder with a positioning accuracy of at least 0.01 mm at either coordinate 25%
84602311 Crankshaft grinder with a positioning accuracy of at least 0.01 mm at either coordinate 25%
84602319 Other CNC cylindrical grinding machines with a positioning accuracy of at least 0.01 mm at either coordinate 25%

84602411 Internal grinding machine with positioning accuracy of at least 0.01 mm at either coordinate 25%
84602419 Other CNC grinding machines with a positioning accuracy of at least 0.01 mm at either coordinate 25%

84603100 CNC sharpening (tool or tool) machine 25%
84603900 Other sharpening (tool or tool) machine tools 25%
84604020 Grinding machine 25%
84609010 grinder 25%
84609090 Other grinding machines such as grinding 25%
84613000 Broaching machine 25%
84614011 Gear grinding machine 25%
84614019 Other CNC gear cutting machines, gear grinding machines or gear finishing machines 25%
84614090 Non-CNC gear cutting machine, gear grinding machine gear finishing machine 25%
84615000 Sawing machine or cutting machine 25%
84619090 Unlisted machine tools with heading 84.61 25%
84621010 CNC forging or stamping machine (including fixture) and forging hammer 25%
84621090 Non-CNC forging or stamping machine (including fixture) and forging hammer 25%
84622110 CNC straightening machine (including fixture) 25%
84622190 Other bending, folding, straightening or leveling machines for CNC (including fixtures) 25%
84622990 Other bending, folding, straightening or leveling machines (including fixtures) other than CNC 25%
84623190 CNC other cutting machine (including fixture) 25%
84623920 Non-CNC plate with cross shear (including fixture) 25%
84624111 Automatic change mode CNC stepping press (including fixture) 25%
84624119 Other CNC punching machines (including fixtures) 25%
84624190 Other CNC punching, slotting machine, punching and shearing machine (including fixture) 25%
84624900 Non-CNC punching, slotting machine, punching and shearing machine (including fixture) 25%
84629110 Metal profile extrusion machine 25%
84629190 Other hydraulic presses 25%
84629910 Other mechanical presses 25%
84629990 Unlisted machine tools with heading 84.62 25%
84631020 Wire drawing machine 25%
84632000 Metal or cermet thread rolling mill 25%
84633000 Wire processing machine 25%
84641020 Wire saw 25%
84641090 Other sawing machines for processing minerals and other materials 25%
84642010 Glass grinding or polishing machine 25%
84642090 Grinding or polishing machine tools for other materials such as minerals 25%
84649011 Cutting Machine 25%
84649012 Engraving machine 25%
84649019 Other cold working machines for glass 25%
84649090 Other unnamed machine tools with tariff number 84.64 25%
84651000 Machine tool that can be machined without changing tools 25%
84659100 Sawing machine for processing wood and other materials 25%
84659200 Planing, milling or cutting machines for processing materials such as wood 25%
84659400 Bending or assembling machines for processing materials such as wood 25%



84659500 Drilling or chiseling machine for processing materials such as wood 25%
84659600 Cutting, cutting or scraping machines for materials such as wood 25%
84659900 Other machine tools for processing materials such as wood 25%
84661000 Tool fixture and self-starting die cutting head 25%
84662000 Workpiece fixture 25%
84663000 Indexing heads and other accessories dedicated to machine tools 25%
84669200 Accessories for machines listed in heading 84.65 25%
84669310 Tool magazine and automatic tool changer 25%
84672100 Electric drill 25%
84672290 Other electric saw 25%
84672910 Electric sanding tool 25%
84679910 Other portable power tool parts 25%
84688000 Other welding machines and devices 25%
84701000 Electronic calculator and pocket data recording and playback machine 25%
84702900 Other electronic calculator 25%
84705010 Point of sale terminal cash register 25%
84709000 Postage stamping machine, ticket vending machine and similar machines 25%
84713010 tablet 25%
84713090 Other portable digital automatic data processing equipment weighing less than 10 kg, at least one central 

processing unit, a keyboard and a display constitute an automatic data processing device and its components
25%

84716040 Giant, large, medium and small computer terminals 25%
84716050 scanner 25%
84716071 keyboard 25%
84716072 mouse 25%
84716090 Automatically process other input or output components of the device 25%
84717010 Hard disk drive 25%
84717030 Optical drive 25%
84718000 Other components of other automated data processing equipment 25%
84729010 ATM 25%
84729021 Excavator 25%
84729022 stapler 25%
84729090 Other office machines 25%
84732100 Accessories for electronic calculators listed in heading 84.70 25%
84732900 Accessories for other machines listed in heading 84.70 25%
84733010 Digital large, medium and small computer accessories 25%
84733090 Other spare parts for computers listed in heading 84.71 25%
84734010 Automatic teller machine with cash dispenser and recirculating machine 25%
84734020 Parts and accessories of the machines listed in 8472.9050, 8472.9060 25%
84734090 Other office equipment accessories listed in heading 84.72 25%
84735000 Machine accessories listed in heading 84.69-84.72 25%
84742020 Ball mill crushing and milling machine 25%
84742090 Other crushing and milling machines 25%
84743100 Concrete or mortar mixing machine 25%
84748010 Solid mineral roll forming machine 25%
84752100 Machine for manufacturing optical fibers and their preforms 25%
84752911 Continuous glass hot bending furnace 25%
84752912 Glass fiber drawing machine (except fiber drawing machine) 25%
84752919 Other glass thermal processing equipment 25%
84752990 Manufacturing or thermal processing machines for other glass and its products 25%
84762100 Automatic beverage vending machine with heating or cooling device 25%
84769000 Parts of the machine listed in heading 8476 25%
84771010 Injection molding machine 25%
84771090 Other injection machines for processing rubber or plastic 25%
84772010 Plastic granulator 25%
84774010 Plastic hollow molding machine 25%
84774020 Plastic calendering machine 25%
84774090 Other vacuum molding and thermoforming machines 25%
84775100 Machine for molding or refurbishing pneumatic tires or inner tubes 25%
84775990 Other molding or molding machines 25%
84778000 Other rubber or plastic processing machines 25%
84791021 Asphalt paver 25%
84792000 Machine for extracting processed animals or vegetable fats 25%
84794000 Rope or cable manufacturing machine 25%
84795010 Multifunctional industrial robot 25%
84797900 Other passenger boarding (ship) bridge 25%
84798110 Winding machine 25%
84798910 Ship steering gear and gyro stabilizer 25%



84798961 Automatic plug-in machine 25%
84798962 Automatic placement machine 25%
84798992 Automated stereo storage equipment 25%
84801000 Metal casting box 25%
84802000 Mold base plate 25%
84804110 Die casting mold 25%
84804120 Powder metallurgy stamper 25%
84807110 Capsule mold for vulcanized tire 25%
84807190 Injection molding or stamping for other plastics or rubber 25%
84818031 Electronic expansion valve 25%
84821020 Deep groove ball bearing 25%
84821030 Angular contact bearing 25%
84831011 Marine diesel engine crankshaft 25%
84834020 Planetary gear reducer 25%
84835000 Flywheel, pulley and pulley block 25%
85011091 Base 20mm≤diameter<39mm micromotor 25%
85011099 Other output power ≤ 37.5W micro motor 25%
85015100 Output power ≤ 750W multi-phase AC motor 25%
85015200 Output power >750W≤75KW multi-phase AC motor 25%
85022000 Generator set with ignited piston engine 25%
85023100 Wind driven generator set 25%
85030010 Motor micromotor parts for toys 25%
85030020 Output power >350MVA alternator parts 25%
85030030 Wind driven generator set parts 25%
85030090 Other motor, generator (group) parts 25%
85042200 650KVA<Liquid medium transformer with rated capacity ≤10MVA 25%
85042311 10MVA<liquid transformer with rated capacity ≤220MVA 25%
85042329 Other liquid transformers with rated capacity ≥500MVA 25%
85043190 Other transformers with rated capacity ≤1KVA 25%
85044013 Regulated power supply for machines listed in heading 84.71 25%
85044030 Inverter 25%
85044091 Semiconductor module with variable current function 25%
85045000 Other inductors 25%
85049011 Rated capacity >400KVA liquid medium transformer parts 25%
85049019 Other transformer parts 25%
85049090 Other static converters and inductor parts 25%
85051110 Permanent magnets of rare earths and articles prepared for permanent magnets after magnetization 25%

85051900 Non-metallic permanent magnet 25%
85052000 Electromagnetic coupling, clutch and brake 25%
85059090 Electromagnetic clamps, etc. and parts with heading 85.02 25%
85061019 Other alkaline zinc-manganese batteries 25%
85061090 Primary battery and primary battery pack of manganese dioxide 25%
85064000 Primary battery and primary battery pack of silver oxide 25%
85065000 Lithium primary battery and primary battery pack 25%
85066000 Zinc air primary battery and primary battery pack 25%
85071000 Start lead-acid battery for piston engine 25%
85075000 Nickel-metal hydride battery 25%
85076000 Lithium ion battery 25%
85079090 Other battery parts 25%
85081100 Power does not exceed 1500 watts, and has a dust bag or other dust collection capacity of no more than 20 liters 

electric vacuum cleaner
25%

85081900 Other electric vacuum cleaners 25%
85086000 Other vacuum cleaners 25%
85087010 Parts for electric vacuum cleaners listed in heading 8508.1100 25%
85094010 Fruit or vegetable juicer 25%
85098020 Kitchen waste processor 25%
85098090 Other household electric appliances 25%
85099000 Household electric appliance parts 25%
85101000 Electric shaver 25%
85102000 Electric hair clipper 25%
85103000 Electric epilator 25%
85109000 Parts of goods listed in heading 85.10 25%
85112090 Other ignition magnets, magnetic flywheels 25%
85114091 Output power ≥ 132.39 kW starter motor 25%
85114099 Starter motor for other purposes 25%
85115090 Other generators attached to internal combustion engines 25%
85119090 Other parts for electric ignition and starting devices 25%



85121000 Bicycle lighting or visual signal device 25%
85131090 Other self-powered portable electric lights 25%
85139010 Flashlight parts 25%
85139090 Other self-powered portable light parts 25%
85149010 Steelmaking electric furnace parts 25%
85151900 Other brazing machines and devices 25%
85152120 Resistance welding robot 25%
85152900 Other resistance welding machines and devices 25%
85153120 Arc (including plasma arc) welding robot 25%
85153191 Spiral pipe welding machine 25%
85158010 Laser welding robot 25%
85162100 Electrical storage radiator 25%
85162920 Radiant space heater 25%
85162931 Fan convection space heater 25%
85162932 Liquid-filled convection space heater 25%
85162990 Electrical space heater 25%
85163100 Hair dryer 25%
85165000 Microwave oven 25%
85166010 Induction cooker 25%
85166050 Electric oven 25%
85166090 Other electric furnace 25%
85167110 Drop coffee machine 25%
85167120 Distilled percolating coffee machine 25%
85167130 Pump coffee machine 25%
85167220 Slice toaster (toaster) 25%
85167290 Electric toaster 25%
85167910 Electric water dispenser 25%
85167990 Other electric appliances 25%
85169090 Other parts of goods listed in heading 85.16 25%
85171100 Cordless telephone 25%
85171210 Handheld (including car) radiotelephone 25%
85171220 Walkie talkie 25%
85171290 Other telephones for cellular or wireless networks 25%
85176110 Mobile communication base station 25%
85176222 Wavelength division multiplexing optical transmission equipment 25%
85176233 IP telephone signal switch 25%
85176236 router 25%
85176237 Wired network interface card 25%
85176292 Wireless network interface card 25%
85176293 Wireless access fixed station 25%
85176294 Wireless Headphones 25%
85176299 Other devices for receiving, converting, and transmitting or reproducing sound, images, or data 25%
85177010 Digital program-controlled telephone or telegraph switch parts 25%
85177030 Handheld radiotelephone parts (except antenna) 25%
85177040 Interphone parts (except antenna) 25%
85177070 Antennas and their parts for equipment listed in heading 8517 25%
85177090 Equipment for sending or receiving sound, images or data with other parts 25%
85181000 Microphone (microphone) and its frame 25%
85182100 Single speaker 25%
85182900 Other speakers 25%
85183000 Other headphones, earphones 25%
85189000 Parts of goods listed in heading 85.18 25%
85193000 Turntable 25%
85198112 Cassette tape recorder equipped with a sound reproducing device 25%
85198121 Laser player without recording function 25%
85198131 Flash memory type sound recorder 25%
85198910 Other players without a recording device, with or without speakers 25%
85219012 Digital Video Disc Player DVD 25%
85219019 Other laser disc player 25%
85229010 Accessories for turntables or record players 25%
85229022 magnetic head 25%
85229031 Laser disc player movement 25%
85229039 Parts accessories for other video signal recording and playback equipment 25%
85229099 Other parts for sound recording or playback equipment 25%
85232911 Unrecorded disk 25%
85232923 Unrecorded tape with width > 6.5mm 25%
85234100 Unrecorded optical media 25%
85235110 Flash memory without information recorded 25%



85235210 smart card for unrecorded content 25%
85235910 Other semiconductor media that have not recorded information 25%
85258012 Non-special purpose broadcast television camera 25%
85258013 Other TV cameras for non-special use 25%
85258022 Non-special purpose SLR digital camera 25%
85258025 Non-special purpose, other interchangeable lens digital cameras 25%
85258029 Other digital cameras for non-special use 25%
85258032 Non-special purpose broadcast video camcorder 25%
85258033 Non-special purpose home video camcorder 25%
85258039 Other video camcorders for non-special use 25%
85279100 Other recording (playing) sound combination machine 25%
85279200 Radio with clock 25%
85279900 Other radio 25%
85285212 Other color LCD monitors that can be directly connected and designed for automatic data on tariff 84.71 

processing equipment
25%

85285291 Other monitors, dedicated or primarily used in the automatic data processing system of tariff 84.71 25%

85285990 Monochrome other monitor 25%
85286220 Other projectors, colored 25%
85286910 Other color projectors 25%
85287180 Other color television receivers without display 25%
85287221 Other color analog TV receivers with LCD 25%
85287222 Other color digital television receivers with liquid crystal displays 25%
85287292 Other color digital television receivers 25%
85291020 Radio, TV antenna and its parts 25%
85299042 Non-special purpose imaging module 25%
85299049 Other TV cameras, video camcorders, digital camera parts 25%
85299050 Radar equipment and radio navigation equipment parts 25%
85299060 Radio radio and other parts of its combination machine 25%
85299081 Color TV receivers (plasma imaging components and their parts, organic light-emitting diode display Except screen) 25%

85299082 Plasma imaging assembly and its parts 25%
85299083 Organic light emitting diode display 25%
85299090 Parts of equipment listed in heading 85.25 to 85.28 25%
85312000 Display panel with liquid crystal device or luminous tube 25%
85318010 buzzer 25%
85321000 Fixed capacitors for 50/60 Hz circuits with rated reactive power not less than 0.5 thousand (power capacitor) 25%

85322110 Chip tantalum capacitor 25%
85322210 Chip aluminum electrolytic capacitor 25%
85322290 Other aluminum electrolytic capacitors 25%
85322300 Single layer ceramic capacitor 25%
85322410 Chip multilayer ceramic capacitor 25%
85322590 Other paper media or plastic dielectric capacitors 25%
85322900 Other fixed capacitors 25%
85323000 Other variable or adjustable (fine tuning) capacitors 25%
85331000 Synthetic or thin film fixed carbon resistor 25%
85332110 Rated power ≤20W chip fixed resistor 25%
85333900 Rated power >20W potentiometer 25%
85334000 Other variable resistor 25%
85339000 Various resistor parts 25%
85340010 >4 layer printed circuit 25%
85340090 ≤ four-layer printed circuit 25%
85351000 Circuit fuse (voltage >1000V) 25%
85352100 Voltage <72.5KV automatic circuit breaker 25%
85352910 Automatic open circuit for lines with voltages above 72.5 kV and above but not higher than 220 kV device 25%

85352920 Automatic circuit breaker for lines with voltages above 220 kV but not higher than 750 kV 25%
85353090 Other isolating switches and intermittent switches 25%
85354000 Arrester, voltage limiter and surge suppressor 25%
85361000 Fuse (voltage ≤1000V) 25%
85362000 Voltage ≤1000V automatic circuit breaker 25%
85363000 Voltage ≤1000V Other circuit protection devices 25%
85364110 Relay for voltages up to 36 volts 25%
85364190 Relay for voltages exceeding 36 volts but not exceeding 60 volts 25%
85364900 Relay with voltage >60V 25%
85365000 Other switches with voltage ≤1000V 25%
85366900 Plugs and sockets with voltage ≤1000V 25%



85371019 Other numerical control devices 25%
85372010 Voltage ≥500KV high voltage switchgear 25%
85381010 Subhead No. 8537.2010 Parts of the listed devices 25%
85389000 Parts of the 85.35, 85.36 or 85.37 device 25%
85392110 Scientific research and medical special tungsten halogen lamp 25%
85392290 Other power ≤200W incandescent bulb 25%
85392991 Incandescent bulbs with voltage ≤12V not listed 25%
85393230 Sodium vapor lamp 25%
85393240 Mercury vapor lamp 25%
85393290 Metal halide lamp 25%
85393990 Other discharge lamps for other purposes 25%
85395000 Light-emitting diode (LED) bulb (tube) 25%
85399000 Parts of goods listed in heading 85.39 25%
85402090 Image tube, image intensifier tube and photocathode tube 25%
85407100 Magnetron 25%
85408900 Other tubes 25%
85409990 Other hot electron tube, cold cathode tube parts 25%
85411000 diode 25%
85412100 Transistor with power dissipation <1W 25%
85412900 Transistor with power dissipation ≥1W 25%
85413000 Switching components such as semiconductors and thyristors 25%
85414010 led 25%
85414020 Solar battery 25%
85414090 Other photosensitive semiconductor devices, including photocells whether incorporated in components or 

assembled into blocks
25%

85416000 Assembled piezoelectric crystal 25%
85439030 Metal and mineral detector parts 25%
85439090 85 Parts of other unlisted electrical equipment 25%
85444211 Withstand voltage ≤80V with connector cable 25%
85444219 Withstand voltage ≤80V with joint electrical conductor 25%
85444229 1000V ≥ withstand voltage > 80V with joint electrical conductor 25%
85446013 Cables with a rated voltage exceeding 35 kV but not exceeding 110 kV 25%
85446019 Other cables rated above 1000 volts 25%
85451100 Furnace carbon electrode 25%
85452000 Carbon brush 25%
85461000 Glass insulator 25%
85462010 Transmission and transformation line insulated porcelain casing 25%
85469000 Insulators made of other materials 25%
85479090 Insulation accessories made of other materials 25%
85489000 85 Other unlisted electrical parts 25%
86071200 Railway and tramway locomotive non-driving bogie 25%
86071910 Axles for railway and tramway locomotives 25%
86071990 Steering wheel and its parts 25%
86072100 Air brakes and parts for railway and tramway locomotives 25%
86073000 Hooks, couplings, bumpers and parts for railway and tramway locomotives 25%
86079100 Other parts for railway and tramway locomotives 25%
86080090 Railway and tramway track fixtures and accessories 25%
86090019 20 feet of other containers 25%
86090090 Other containers 25%
89039100 sailboat 25%
89039900 Other boats or speedboats for recreation or sports 25%
89052000 Floating or submersible drilling or production platform 25%
89059090 Other ships that do not use navigation as their main function 25%
89069010 Other unlisted motor boats 25%
89069020 Non-motorized ship 25%
89069030 Unfinished or incomplete ship, including ship segmentation 25%
90012000 Sheet and plate made of polarizing material 25%
90014099 Other glasses for glasses 25%
90015091 Sunglasses made of non-glass material 25%
90015099 Other spectacle lenses made of non-glass materials 25%
90021131 SLR camera lens 25%
90021139 Other camera lenses 25%
90021190 Objective lens for other cameras, projectors, etc. 25%
90021910 Objective lens for camera or projector 25%
90021990 Tax number 90.02 Other objectives not listed 25%
90022010 Camera color filter 25%
90031100 Plastic frame 25%
90031910 Metal frame 25%



90039000 Spectacle frame parts 25%
90049090 Other glasses 25%
90051000 Binoculars 25%
90059090 Other telescope accessories 25%
90063000 Special purpose camera 25%
90064000 One phase camera 25%
90065300 Other camera 25%
90066100 Discharge type (electronic) flash unit 25%
90066910 Flash bulb, square flash and similar products 25%
90069120 Zero attachment for an imaging camera 25%
90069191 Camera autofocus component 25%
90069192 Shutter assembly for other cameras 25%
90069900 Photo flash unit and flash bulb parts 25%
90072090 projector 25%
90101020 Special photographic film automatic developing device and equipment 25%
90101099 Automatic developing device and device for other film 25%
90105022 Special photofinishing device 25%
90105029 Other photofinishing equipment 25%
90109020 Accessories for special photofinishing equipment 25%
90111000 Stereo microscope 25%
90131000 Weapon telescope sights and other telescopes 25%
90138010 magnifier 25%
90138030 LCD panel 25%
90138090 Other liquid crystal devices and optical instruments 25%
90139020 Sub-category 9013.8030 Listed goods with accessories 25%
90139090 Spare parts for other goods listed in heading 90.13 25%
90151000 rangefinder 25%
90152000 Theodolite and tachymeter 25%
90153000 Level 25%
90154000 Photogrammetric instrument and device 25%
90160090 0.1mg <balance ≤ 50mg balance 25%
90179000 Accessories for instruments such as drawing calculation instruments 25%
90183210 Tubular metal needle 25%
90184100 Dental drill 25%
90191010 Massage apparatus 25%
90230010 Teaching head 25%
90281010 Gas Meter 25%
90282010 Water meter 25%
90283013 Single-phase electronic (static) watt-hour meter 25%
90283014 Three-phase electronic (static) watt-hour meter 25%
90289010 Industrial measuring instrument accessories 25%
90291010 Revolution meter 25%
90308410 Inductance and capacitance tester 25%
90314910 Contour projector 25%
90314920 Grating measuring device 25%
91021100 Mechanical indicating other electronic watches 25%
91021200 Photoelectric display type of other electronic watches 25%
91021900 Other electronic watches 25%
91022100 Other self-winding mechanical watches 25%
91022900 Other mechanical watches that are not self-winding 25%
91029100 Electric-powered electronic pocket watches and other electronic watches 25%
91039000 Mechanical clock with watch movement 25%
91040000 Similar clocks for instrument panel clocks and vehicle ships 25%
91051100 Electronic alarm clock 25%
91052100 Electronic wall clock 25%
91052900 Mechanical wall clock 25%
91059190 Other electronic clock 25%
91091000 Completed electronic clock core assembled 25%
91122000 Bell case 25%
91132000 Beaded metal strap and its parts 25%
91139000 Non-metallic watch strap and its parts 25%
91149090 Clock, other parts of the watch 25%
92011000 Upright piano 25%
92021000 Bow stringed instrument 25%
92059010 Keyboard organ, reed organ and similar instruments 25%
92059030 Harmonica 25%
92059090 Other wind instruments, except for amusement club organ and hand organ 25%
92071000 Keyboard instrument that produces or expands sound by electricity 25%



92089000 92 Other instruments not listed 25%
92099100 Piano accessories 25%
92099400 No. 9207 Accessories for musical instruments listed 25%
92099910 Metronome, tuning fork and tuning tube 25%
92099920 Mechanical device of the music box 25%
94014010 Dual-purpose chair for leather or recycled leather 25%
94014090 Dual-purpose chair that can be used as a bed 25%
94015200 Bamboo seat 25%
94015300 Rattan seat 25%
94016110 Upholstered wooden frame with leather or recycled leather 25%
94016900 Other wooden frame seat 25%
94017110 Upholstered metal frame with leather or recycled leather 25%
94018010 Stone seat 25%
94034000 Kitchen wood furniture 25%
94035099 Bedroom with other wooden furniture 25%
94036010 Other mahogany furniture 25%
94036091 Other lacquered wood furniture 25%
94036099 Other wooden furniture 25%
94038920 Stone furniture 25%
94038990 Furniture made of other materials 25%
94039000 Parts of the items listed in heading 94.03 25%
94042900 Other materials 25%
94043090 Other sleeping bags 25%
94049010 Down or feather-filled bedding and similar items 25%
94049020 Bedding filled with animal hair and similar products 25%
94049030 Silk-filled bedding and similar products 25%
94052000 Electrical table lamp, bedside lamp, floor lamp 25%
94053000 Complete set of lamps for Christmas trees 25%
94055000 Non-electrical lighting and lighting 25%
94069000 Other mobile homes 25%
95030021 Toy animal 25%
95030029 Other dolls 25%
95030060 Intellectual toy 25%
95030083 Toys and models with powerplant 25%
95030089 Other unlisted toys 25%
95030090 Toy parts 25%
95045011 Video game controllers and equipment parts and accessories for use with television receivers 25%
95049030 Chinese chess, chess, checkers and other chess supplies 25%
95049040 Mahjong and similar table games 25%
95051000 Christmas supplies 25%
95062100 Windsurfing 25%
95063900 Other golf equipment 25%
95064010 pingpong 25%
95065900 Other tennis rackets, badminton rackets or similar rackets 25%
95066210 Basketball, football, volleyball 25%
95066900 Other ball 25%
95071000 Fishing rod 25%
95073000 Fishing reel 25%
96019000 Other processed animal material engraving materials and products thereof 25%
96035019 Wire brush as part of the vehicle 25%
96061000 Buckle and its parts 25%
96062100 Plastic buttons, not wrapped in textile material 25%
96062200 Buttons made of enamel metal, not wrapped with textile material 25%
96062900 Other buttons 25%
96063000 Button core and other parts of the button 25%
96071100 Zipper with enamel metal teeth 25%
96071900 Other zipper 25%
96072000 Zipper parts 25%
96110000 Hand date stamp, seal stamp, number stamp and similar stamp 25%
96132000 Inflatable pocket gas lighter 25%
96140010 Pipe and pipe head 25%
96140090 Cigarette holder and its parts 25%
96200000 Monopod, bipod, tripod and the like 25%
97040010 Used or unused stamps 25%
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